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Technology advancements feed the need for ever 
faster and more accurate industrial machines. 
Vibration is a significant source of inaccuracy of such 
machines. A light-weight design in favor of the speed, 
and avoiding the use of energy-dissipating materials 
from the structure to omit any source of inaccuracy, 
contribute to a low structural damping. 
This thesis starts by showing the influence of damping 
on the stability of motion systems for P(I)D-type 
motion controllers. Furthermore, a set of guidelines is 
presented that can be used for a mechatronic design 
of an active-damping loop. The performance 
improvement by damping in the transient behavior of 
the plant is shown using a test setup that suffers from 
a rotational vibration mode.
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1. To obtain optimal performance in a motion system, the AVC must be
implemented in a collocated manner.

2. The use of engineering tools such as Bode plots and pole-zero plots
in analysis, can help to obtain insight in the dynamics of the system,
which can easily be lost in mathematical computations.

3. The mandatory Dutch summary in technical theses is redundant since
it leads to texts that are even difficult to understand for Dutch peers.

4. High concentration of grants for hot topics limits the diversity of re-
search topics, which is as necessary for the development of science as
biodiversity is for the evolution.

5. The current valuation of publications leads to ‘missing the science for
the papers’.

6. The growing number of overlapping but independent university stu-
dies is at odds with the idea of academic training rather than vocational
training.

7. The current academic training that is mainly focused on training good
scientists rather than also training good educators, hinders the educa-
tion of the future scientists.

8. PhD comics are funny because they are so true, and that is actually not
funny (www.phdcomics.com).

9. The complexity of grey areas is due to the personal black and white
borders people define for it.

10. To compromise is to give up the dream of excellence.
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Summary

Technology advancements feed the need for ever faster and more accurate
industrial machines. Vibration is a significant source of inaccuracy of such
machines. These vibrations are either caused by external disturbances, or result
from structural compliances. Moreover, a light-weight design in favor of the
speed, and avoiding the use of energy-dissipating materials from the structure
to omit any source of inaccuracy, contribute to a low structural damping.
Consequently, vibrations manifest themselves as badly damped oscillations in
the end-effector response. Hence, the performance is degraded by a long settling
time and the corresponding uncertainty in the position of the end effector.

Speed and accuracy in motion systems can be attained by implementing a
high-bandwidth motion controller. However, the resonances in the plant transfer
impose a limit on the achievable bandwidth of such a controller.

An example of a plant with structural resonances is a machine fitted with
linear actuators. The guideways on such actuators have a certain compliance.
This compliance causes rotational vibrations of the end effector around the
guideway: the so-called ‘Rocking mode’.

The goal of this research is to investigate the addition of damping to the
rotational vibration mode of a linearly actuated motion system to

• achieve a shorter settling time in the transient response of the plant to a
commanded motion

• increase the achievable closed-loop motion-control bandwidth

This thesis starts by showing the influence of damping on the stability
of motion systems, for P(I)D-type motion controllers. A root-locus analysis
validates the increase of the achievable bandwidth resulting from the increase
in modal damping, to various extents for different types of high-order modes.

Furthermore, a set of guidelines is presented that can be used for a mecha-
tronic design of an active-damping loop. It is shown that collocated active
damping increases the damping of both the poles and the zeros of the motion-
control loop. This allows for a higher increase of motion-control bandwidth than
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when the same actuator is used in both the motion-control loop and the active-
damping loop. The chosen control algorithm for collocated active damping is
integral force feedback. This combination results in a robustly stable closed-loop
system. The effect of active damping on the end-effector dynamics of a motion
system is analyzed extensively in simulation.

The practical implementation of active damping in a setup that suffers from a
rotational vibration mode showed the performance improvement by damping in
the transient behavior of the plant. The increase of the bandwidth as a result of
active damping could not be demonstrated using the current test setup, because
of the relatively high damping that is already present in the setup.
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Samenvatting

Technologische vooruitgang zorgt voor een behoefte aan steeds snellere en
nauwkeurigere industriële machines. Trillingen vormen in zulke machines
een belangrijke bron van onnauwkeurigheid. Deze trillingen kunnen worden
veroorzaakt door externe stoorbronnen of zijn het resultaat van slapheden in de
mechanische structuur. Bovendien, een lichtgewicht ontwerp ten behoeve van de
snelheid, en het vermijden van energie-dissiperende materialen om zo elke bron
van onnauwkeurigheid te elimineren, dragen bij aan de lage demping van de
mechanische structuur. Daardoor manfesteren trillingen zich als slecht gedempte
oscillaties in de eind-effector responsie. De prestatie wordt verslechterd door een
lange indicatietijd met de bijbehorende onzekerheid in de positie van de eind-
effector als gevolg.

De combinatie van snelheid en nauwkeurigheid in bewegende systemen
kan worden bereikt door gebruik te maken van een regelaar met een hoge
bandbreedte. De resonanties in de overdracht van het systeem begrenzen echter
de haalbare bandbreedte van de regelaar.

Een voorbeeld van een systeem met mechanische resonanties is een machine
uitgevoerd met lineaire actuatoren. De geleidingen van deze actuatoren hebben
een zekere compliantie. Deze compliantie zorgt voor rotatietrillingen van de
eind-effector rondom de geleiding, de zogeheten wiebelmode (“Rocking mode”).

Het doel van dit onderzoek is om demping toe te voegen aan de rotatie-
trillingsmode van een met lineaire actuatoren aangestuurd systeem, om zo het
volgende te bereiken:

• een kortere indicatietijd in de natuurlijke (transiënt) responsie van het
systeem op een referentie verandering

• de haalbare bandbeedte van het gesloten regelsysteem te verhogen

In dit proefschrift wordt eerst de invloed van demping op de stabiliteit van
bewegende systemen bekeken voor regelaars van het type P(I)D. Een poolbaan
analyse valideert de verhoging van de haalbare bandbreedte die het resultaat is
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van verhoging van de modale demping voor verschillende types van hoge orde
modi.

Verder wordt een set vuistregels gepresenteerd die kunnen worden gebruikt
bij het mechatronisch ontwerp van een actieve demping regellus. Hierbij
is aangetoond dat gecolloceerde actieve demping de demping van zowel de
polen als de nulpunten van de bewegingsregellus vergroot. Dit maakt een
grotere verhoging van de bandbreedte van de bewegingsregellus mogelijk ten
opzichte van de situatie waarin dezelfde actuator wordt gebruikt in zowel de
bewegingsregellus als de actieve dempingslus. Het gekozen regelalgoritme voor
gecolloceerde actieve demping is geïntegreerde kracht terugkoppeling. Deze
combinatie resulteert in robuuste stabiliteit van het gesloten systeem. Het effect
van actieve demping op de eind-effector dynamica van een bewegend systeem is
uitgebreid geanalyseerd door middel van simulaties.

De in de praktijk uitgevoerde implementatie van actieve demping in een op-
stelling die last heeft van een rotatietrillingsmode heeft aangetoond dat demping
van het natuurlijke gedrag van het systeem tot prestatieverbetering leidt. De
met actieve demping verkregen verhoging van de haalbare bandbreedte kon op
de huidige opstelling niet worden gedemonstreerd. Dit komt doordat er in de
opstelling reeds een relatief hoge demping aanwezig is.

iv
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Precision machines are designed to be fast and accurate. Therefore, effort is
made to omit any source of inaccuracy from the structural design of the plant.
Reducing friction, using constructions with a high stiffness, and making light-
weight moving parts are among the measures that can be taken. In striving for
lightness and stiffness, the damping design of the structure is often overlooked.
These actions lead to nearly undamped high-order resonance modes in the
transfer of the plant.

The vibrations present in these machines are usually the bottleneck for
achieving the desired performance. These vibrations may be caused by external
disturbances, such as floor vibrations, but they also may result from structural
compliances. Such vibrations appear as badly damped oscillations in the end-
effector response. Hence the performance is degraded by a long settling time and
the corresponding uncertainty in the position of the end effector.

Speed and accuracy in motion systems can be achieved by implementing a
high-bandwidth motion controller. However, the resonances in the plant transfer
impose a limit on the bandwidth of such a controller. So, to obtain a good
performance, it is important to control these vibrations such that their effect on
the system behavior is reduced, or if possible, even eliminated.

If the vibrations are forced and the disturbance source and the end effector are
located at different places, vibration isolation can be implemented. The goal of
isolation techniques is to minimize the power transfer between the disturbance
source and the performance metric (MacMartin 1995, Zou & Slotine 2005).

When the vibrations are caused by the resonance modes of the structure, and
are hence distributed in nature, adding damping is profitable. The aim is then
to maximize the power dissipation resulting in the damping of the resonances
(Preumont 1997, Holterman 2002, Vervoordeldonk et al. 2006).

Increasing the damping can be realized by the so-called passive damping,
which means taking mechanical measures that lead to a higher dissipation in

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

(a) SM902; semi-automatic pick-
and-place machine. Photo cour-
tesy of Fritsch GmbH (2012)

(b) QM210011; automatic pick-and-
place machine. Photo courtesy of
Omxie/SMTmax Corp. (2012)

(c) ACM; waterjet cutting machine. Photo courtesy of Resato International b.v. (2012)

(d) Flow WMC2; waterjet machining center. Photo courtesy of Flow
International Corporation (2012)

Figure 1.1: A few examples of industrial high-precision machines fitted with
linear actuators.
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the plant. This can, for instance, be done by modifying the design of the structure
geometry (Keane & Bright 1996), or embedding damping material in the structure
(Mead 1998, Jiang & Miles 1999). However, passive damping can interfere with
the overall system dynamics. In addition, the performance of the damping
material might be subject to fatigue or sensitive to environmental factors, such
as temperature.

When passive measures are not sufficient, cannot be realized, or are too costly,
an intelligently designed mechatronic solution, termed active damping, can be
used to add damping to the undesired vibrations. Active damping can be applied
to a limited frequency band, achieving a higher damping for the target vibration
mode(s).

1.1 Research objectives

The focus of this research is on industrial high-precision machines fitted with
linear actuators, such as pick-and-place machines and cutting machines, a few
examples of which are shown in Figure 1.1. The guideway on the linear actuator
of such machines has a certain compliance. This compliance causes rotational
vibrations of the end effector around the guideway: the so-called ‘rocking mode’.
Figure 1.2 shows a sketch of this situation.

When the structural damping in such machines is low, the rocking mode is
manifested as oscillatory behavior of the end effector. In addition, the rocking
mode makes the implementation of a motion controller more challenging. To
suppress the high-frequency disturbances, it is desirable to equip the motion
controller with a low-pass filter. However, implementing such a controller for
a plant suffering from the rocking mode is only possible in combination with a
low gain and low bandwidth. Active damping (see Figure 1.3) allows for the
increase of the system bandwidth, without the danger of instability. In turn, this
allows for a higher integral gain in the motion control algorithm.

The goal of this research is to investigate the addition of damping to the
rotational vibration mode of a linearly actuated motion system to

• achieve a shorter settling time in the transient response of the plant to a
commanded motion

• increase the achievable closed-loop motion-control bandwidth to obtain an
improved performance
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guideway

payload

end effector

payload

payload

payload

B
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top view

side view

linear motor

Figure 1.2: Schematic top view (top three) and side view (bottom three) of the
rocking mode in a machine fitted with linear actuators. The compliances in the
guideway (shown symbolically in the middle) result in rotational vibration of the
payload, as shown on the right side. Note that the rotational-spring icon shown
in the plot is symbolic and does not represent the rotational axis.

active damping unit

D
B

D

B

top view side view

Figure 1.3: Schematic plot of the active damping in a machine suffering from the
rocking mode.

1.2 Modeling

Analyzing the system behavior, designing a controller, and simulating the effect
of any modification of the plant before the actual implementation, requires a
competent model of the system. Making such a model can be done using various
modeling techniques. In each chapter, a short description of both the modeling
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technique and the resulting models that are used to target the specific problem
which that chapter deals with, is given. Here, a short overview will be given of
the theories and the modeling techniques that are used in this thesis. The reader is
referred to Meirovitch (1986), de Silva (2000), Karnopp et al. (2006), and Duindam
et al. (2009) for more detailed information.

The dynamics of a motion system can be modeled as a set of differential
equations of motion, derived using the Newton’s second law. Here, the system is
considered to have a set of lumped parameters modeled as masses, stiffnesses
and dampers. These equations are generally coupled. For vibration control
purposes, it is convenient to decouple the dynamic model of the system. This
can be done using the orthogonality property of the modal vectors belonging to
the eigenvalues of the structure.

When the relevant dynamics of a structure cannot be modeled adequately by
lumped parameters, distributed system modeling techniques can be used, which
represent the plant by partial differential equations. A distributed-parameter
model of the Active Damping Unit (ADU) has been used in the detailed design
phase of the mechanics of the active damper for analyzing the stresses and forces
acting on the mechanism. This analysis assists in making a mechanically robust
design. Also, a distributed model was used to validate the lumped-parameter
model of the active damper (see Chapter 4).

The dynamics of the end effector and its performance are usually expressed
in terms of Euclidean coordinates. Modeling the interaction between the active
damping unit and the end effector can be performed using the screw theory. This
modeling technique maps the geometry of the structure to a three-dimensional
model of the plant, which can be used to transform the modal vibrations to
Euclidean coordinates at the end-effector location.

1.3 Active damping

In literature, there are various vibration control methods available that can be
chosen depending on the situation at hand. Possible consideration are the extent
of the knowledge of the plant dynamics, the available signals in the control
system, the parameter uncertainty, but also limitations that can apply for the
mechanical implementation.

When a signal correlated to the disturbance causing vibrations is available
in the control system, or the disturbances are either repetitive or predictable,
feedforward control can be implemented. In effect, feedforward controllers
generate a signal matching the amplitude of the disturbance, but with the
opposite phase, to cancel the effect of the disturbances. Feedforward can be used
for both motion control and active vibration control. A few implementations
of vibration control by feedforward are the active hard mount for vibration
isolation (van der Poel 2010), feedforward both with and without noncollocated
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acceleration feedback (Chen & Tlusty 1995) and an adaptive notch filter for
torsion vibration compensation in lead-screw feed drives (Zhou et al. 2008). Also
input shaping, introduced by Singer & Seering (1989), can be used to suppress
the plant vibrations within the motion loop (Zhou & Misawa 2005, Murphy &
Watanabe 1992, Mohamed & Tokhi 2004). Note that these methods either require
an accurate model of the structure, or should possess learning capabilities, which
can be computationally intensive. Also, they deal with the vibrations, but do not
add damping to the structure.

Active damping can be realized by means of feedback control. Feedback con-
trol can be implemented in both a collocated and a noncollocated configuration.
There are various control algorithms available in literature for both collocated
and noncollocated feedback control. The reader is referred to Preumont (1997),
Franklin et al. (2006), and Symens (2004) for an overview of these algorithms, and
Anderson & Hagood (1994) and van Schothorst (1999) for comparisons between
the performance of some of the algorithms for vibration control specifically.

Collocated control refers to the fact that the dual sensor and actuator of
the control loop are physically at the same location. This configuration allows
for controlling the power flow from the controller to the structure and thus
enables the implementation of robustly stable control loops. Smart discs in
microlithography machines (Holterman & de Vries 2005), active truss elements
and active tendons for large space structures (Preumont & Loix 2000), active
legs in a Stewart platform (Geng & Haynes 1994), sensor fusion strategy on
a multi-axes vibration isolation system having six collocated actuator-sensor
pairs (Tjepkema et al. 2012), adaptive trusses for vibration isolation (Clark &
Robertshaw 1997), simultaneous piezoelectric sensing/actuation in combination
with either resistive and resonant shunting (Hagood & von Flotow 1991), or
active control algorithms, applied to a cantilevered beam (Anderson & Hagood
1994), and the hybrid approach combining low-authority wave control and high-
authority modal control, implemented for a cantilever beam (Mei et al. 2001) are
a few examples of collocated vibration control.

Noncollocated control requires a model of the structure. This can be resolved
by using a controller that includes an implicit observer, such as H∞ synthesis
(Åström 2008) or an explicit model of the structure. Relevant works in this field
are the disturbance adaptive discrete sliding mode controller for feed drives fitted
with linear motors by Altintas & Okwudire (2008), the implementation of an H∞-
based vibration controller in a pick-and-place setup by Verscheure et al. (2006),
vibration control of a flexible beam using noncollocated PZT actuators and strain
gauge sensors by Manning et al. (2000), active vibration control of a flexible beam
by noncollocated acceleration feedback using both proportional and sliding mode
control by Qiu et al. (2009), and integral resonant control algorithm –also known
as integral force feedback– of a single-link flexible manipulator using an explicit
model of the plant by Pereira et al. (2011). Note that only the first two take
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D

B

motion control

HAC

vibration control

LAC

performance

motion profile

?

plant

Figure 1.4: A sketch of the system showing the motion control loop (including the
high-authority controller), the active damping loop (including the low-authority
controller), and the performance loop.

parameter variation of the plant during operation into account.
In general, it can be stated that the more a controller is designed to suit the

plant dynamics, the higher the achievable performance can be. The downside
is however, the corresponding decrease of the stability robustness for modeling
errors, parameter uncertainties and system variations. The most robust configu-
ration is the collocated control, for which as little information as possible about
the plant is used in designing the control algorithm, to yield a stable closed-loop
system.

When implementing active damping in a motion system, the two control
targets, namely motion control and active damping, can be separated. This is
called the high authority/low authority control strategy (HAC/LAC), proposed
by Seltzer et al. (1988), which is adopted here. This strategy has been imple-
mented among others by Preumont (1997), Verscheure et al. (2006), and Berkhoff
& Wesselink (2011). When the HAC/LAC strategy is applied, two control loops
are constructed in parallel; one responsible for motion control (HAC) and the
other one for active damping (LAC) (Preumont 1997). Given that the HAC is
in general designed for tracking purposes, it has a substantial influence on the
system dynamics. This requires wide-band disturbance attenuation and as such,
the HAC requires a high gain. This controller is designed on the basis of a model
of the structure. Consequently, its stability is sensitive to parameter uncertainties
and unmodelled dynamics. LAC has a moderate effect on the plant dynamics
and only affects the resonance modes. Thus it typically has a low gain. Although
the gain of the LAC is low, it influences the dynamics both within and beyond the
bandwidth of the motion controller. The LAC is typically tuned to add optimal
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damping to the modes within the HAC bandwidth, to make the HAC more
robust to parameter uncertainties. In this thesis, the LAC, responsible for active
damping, is tuned to optimally damp the dominant mode outside the bandwidth
of the motion controller, which limits the bandwidth of the motion control loop.

For the active damping loop, piezo actuator and sensor stacks are chosen.
Piezo elements have a high accuracy, are small sized, and can be used for a wide
range of frequencies. The stacks configuration makes collocation possible.

1.4 Thesis outline

The chapters of this thesis are revised versions of journal and conference papers
that have either been published, or submitted for publication. As a consequence,
the theory used in each chapter is explained in the same chapter. Though this
makes repetition unavoidable, it has the advantage of self-contained chapters.

Chapter 2 describes the role of damping of vibration modes on the stability
of the motion-control loop. Model-based motion controllers are designed using a
reduced-order model of the actual plant. The high-frequency dynamics that are
not included in the model may influence the stability of the closed-loop system.
This chapter presents guidelines concerning the maximum achievable bandwidth
for various types of high-order dynamics for P(I)D-type motion controllers. Plots
of stability regions show the role of damping on the stability of the motion
system.

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of collo-
cated and noncollocated active damping, as can be found in literature, which
mostly address the stability of the active-damping loop and the ease of practical
implementation. In addition, this chapter reveals an advantage of collocated
active damping for the motion loop, compared to a group of noncollocated
methods that use the same actuator as the motion-control loop. This chapter
treats the interaction between the active-damping loop and the motion-control
loop, with the focus on the performance improvement of the motion control loop.

Chapter 4 combines the theory on the active damping of the rocking mode
and the findings of the previous chapters, which is then utilized in a practical
implementation for a one-dimensional rotational mode in a motion system.
The requirements for achieving the desired active damping are translated into
specifications for an active damping unit. These specifications are translated into
a mechanical design and a controller that have been incorporated in the test setup.

Chapter 5 deals with the effect of modal damping on the three-dimensional
dynamics of the end effector. For obtaining the best performance, the active
damping unit should be designed to actuate aligned with the vibration axis.
However, internal changes of the machine, changes of the physical parameters
of the ADU, and the location of the ADU with respect to the compliances in
the machine can result in a difference between the modal vibration axis and
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the actuation axis of the ADU. The effect of this on both the active damping
performance and the plant dynamics are dealt with in this chapter.

Chapter 6 deals with the stability limitations of the active damping loop due
to unavoidable loss of collocation in practice. The results can serve as guidelines
when designing a mechanism for active vibration control, as well as during the
tuning phase of the vibration controller.
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Chapter 2

Stability of P(I)D-controlled motion
systems

Abstract - For motion controller design, the reduced plant model is used
in which high-frequency dynamics are disregarded. However, the maximum
achievable closed-loop bandwidth is limited by the very same dynamics. The
extent of their influence depends of the character of the high-frequency modes.
Another aspect that has an impact on the stability of the closed-loop system, is
the damping present in the plant. The influence of the type of high-frequency
dynamics, the damping thereof, and the P(I)D controller bandwidth on the
closed-loop stability is addressed in this chapter. The results provide with design
rules of thumbs concerning the maximum achievable crossover frequency.

This chapter is a revised version of Babakhani & de Vries (2010b);
“On the Stability properties of P(I)D-controlled motion systems”
B. Babakhani and T. J. A. de Vries
Proceedings of the 5th IFAC Symposium on Mechatronic Systems, Cambridge, MA,
USA, Sep. 13-15, 2010.

11
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2.1 Introduction

Model-based motion controllers are designed using a model of the actual plant,
based on the knowledge of the system. Some effects within the system, such as
static friction and damping, are difficult to model. In addition, a high-accuracy
model is time consuming in simulations. Therefore, a reduced model of the actual
plant is often used for simulation and control-design purposes. The rules of
thumb for tuning motion controllers are similarly based on the reduced models.
These low-order models approximate the input-output behavior of the plant as
well as possible. However, the high-frequency dynamics that are left out of the
model may influence the stability of the system. Therefore, a notion of maximum
achievable bandwidth relative to the actual dynamics of the plant, is necessary
for the motion control design and/or tuning. The challenge is to determine the
highest achievable control bandwidth, given basic information about the lowest
disregarded high-frequency dynamics.

A fundamental piece of information needed for the determination of the
maximum controller bandwidth, is the resonance frequency, ωe, of the lowest
disregarded resonance mode of the plant. Besides ωe, information about any
anti-resonance frequency, ωa, is also crucial to determine the stability of the
closed-loop system. The order in which ωe and ωa appear in the Frequency
Response Function (FRF) and their relative distance play an important role in
determining the extent of their interference with the stability of the closed-loop
system (Rankers 1997).

Another important aspect is the damping in the plant. Damping becomes
evident in both the phase and amplitude of high-order dynamics and generally
contributes greatly to the stability of the system. Yet when designing a plant
such as a high-precision industrial machine, damping is often overlooked. This is
mostly due to the fact that it is difficult to model and control passive damping in a
mechanical structure. In addition, damping is sometimes left out intentionally to
improve accuracy and/or conservation of energy. However, damping can also be
applied locally within a desired frequency range, by means of active control. The
influence of damping on the stability of a closed-loop system justifies the effort
put in the implementation of active damping. The scope of this chapter concerns
the role of damping in general.

In this chapter, the influence of both high-order dynamics and damping on the
stability is investigated for P(I)D-controlled motion systems. PID controllers are
broadly implemented in industrial applications. According to Åström & Murray
(2001), over 90% of all control loops are of the PID type. PID controllers and the
various tuning methods available are discussed extensively in literature, among
others by Ziegler & Nichols (1942), Skogestad (2004), and Franklin et al. (2006).
The tuning method used in this thesis is the one presented by van Dijk & Aarts
(2012), which uses the crossover frequency as the key tuning parameter. This
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tunning method has evolved from earlier formulations, such as Coelingh (2000),
and de Roover (1997).

First, a general plant model in which high-order dynamic characterization
is embedded, is introduced in section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents the motion
control algorithm along with the tuning rules that lead to the desired closed-
loop performance. Section 2.4 deals with the influence of both viscous damping
present in a plant, and the characteristics of the high-order plant dynamic, on the
stability of the closed-loop system, in terms of a maximum achievable bandwidth.

2.2 Dynamic plant model

A dynamic model of the plant is assumed to be given in terms of a modal
decomposition, which is an intuitive way of representing the dynamics of a
system. In this section, a brief overview of modeling in modal coordinates is
given. The reader is referred to Meirovitch (1997), Rankers (1997), Harris (1988)
for more extensive information and theoretical background of modal analysis.

Modal modeling

A linear mechanical system without damping can be described by the following
general equation of motion:

Mxẍ(t) +Kxx(t) = F x(t) (2.1)

Here, x stands for the generalized displacements, and F for the generalized
forces. M and K are respectively the mass and stiffness matrix, which are in
general non-diagonal. This set of equations can be decoupled by a transformation
on the basis of the solution of the following eigenvalue problem:(

Kx − ω2
e,iMx

)
ϕi = 0 (2.2)

which results in the eigenvalues of the plant, ωe,1, · · ·ωe,n, and the corresponding
eigenvectors or mode-shape vectors, ϕ1, · · · , ϕn. Both the eigenvalues and the
direction of the eigenvectors are defined. For the length of the eigenvectors,
various scaling methods can be used. The typical choice is scaling the length
of each eigenvector such that it is equal to 1, |ϕi| = 1.

To obtain a set of decoupled equations of motion, a coordinate transformation
can be performed using:

x(t) = Φq(t) (2.3)
Φ = [ϕ1, ϕ2, · · · , ϕn]

This transformation results in the equation of motion in modal coordinates:

Mmq̈ +Kmq = ΦTF x (2.4)
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where:

Mm = ΦTMxΦ (2.5)
Km = ΦTKxΦ

Equation 2.4 has diagonal mass and stiffness matrices, which means that the
following orthogonality properties hold:

ϕTi Mxϕj = 0 (i ̸= j) (2.6)
ϕTi Kxϕj = 0

and

mm,i > 0 (2.7)
km,i ≥ 0

So the equation of motion for the i-th eigenmode is:

mm,i q̈i(t) + km,i qi(t) = ϕTi F x(t) (2.8)

Here, mm,i and km,i respectively represent modal mass and stiffness of the i-th
mode. The transfer function from the local force Fx,j (the j-th element of Fx) to
the local position xk (the k-th element of x) is the sum of each modal contribution,
which in turn is determined by the mode-shape vector elements, ϕij and ϕik:

xk
Fx,j

(s) =
n∑

i=1

ϕij ϕik
mm,i (s)2 + km,i

(2.9)

Furthermore, the resonance frequency of the i-th vibration mode, ωe,i, is given
by:

ωe,i =

√
km,i

mm,i
(2.10)

Since the mechanisms leading to energy dissipation (damping) are complex,
it is customary to include damping in the model by incorporating it functionally
into the individual modes, instead of performing detailed modeling (Karnopp
et al. 2006). Including modal damping, dm,i, into (2.9) yields the following
transfer function:

xk
Fx,j

(s) =
n∑

i=1

ϕij ϕik
mm,i s2 + dm,i s+ km,i

(2.11)

Assuming a viscous model for damping, dm,i can be expressed in terms of the
modal damping ratio, ξi, according to:

dm,i = 2 ξi mm,i ωe,i (2.12)
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Incorporating (2.10) and (2.12) in (2.11) results in:

xk
Fx,j

(s) =

n∑
i=1

(
1

mm,i
· ϕijϕik
s2 + 2ξωe,i s+ ω2

e,i

)
(2.13)

Effective modal parameters

The value of modal parameters is not unique and depends on the chosen scaling
method for the eigenvectors. By transforming the modal parameters into effective
modal parameters, unique parameters can be obtained that do not depend on the
scaling method and have physical meaning (Rankers 1997).

The effective modal parameters of the i-th eigenmode in the physical Degree
Of Freedom (DOF) k can be calculated by:

meff ,i,k = mm,i/ϕ
2
ik (2.14)

keff ,i,k = km,i/ϕ
2
ik

deff ,i,k = dm,i/ϕ
2
ik

The effective modal parameter in the k-th DOF is basically how a modal
parameter is perceived in the k-th DOF of the structure. For instance how a modal
stiffness is perceived in the rotational DOF.
The transfer function (2.11) in terms of effective modal parameters becomes:

xk
Fx,j

(s) =
n∑

i=1

(
ϕij
ϕik

· 1

meff ,i,k s2 + deff ,i,k s+ keff ,i,k

)
(2.15)

Model reduction; fourth-order plant model

In order to simplify the plant model, model reduction is usually applied to high-
order plant models. This results in a model having the rigid body mode and
lower-frequency modes that have a significant influence on the dynamic behavior
of the plant in the frequency region of interest. In this chapter we consider a
fourth order plant having a rigid body mode (i = 0) and a flexible mode (i = 1),
as shown in figure 2.1. Here, m = 0.63 kg, ωa = ωe/

√
2 and ξ = 0.1%. The

transfer functions of this plant can be obtained using (2.11):

xk
Fx,j

(s) =
1

mm,0 s2
+

ϕ1jϕ1k
mm,1 s2 + dm,1 s+ km,1

=
1

meff ,0,k s2
+
ϕ1j
ϕ1k

· 1

meff ,1,k s2 + deff ,1,k s+ keff ,1,k

=
(1 + α)

m s2
· s

2 + 2ξaωa s+ ω2
a

s2 + 2ξωe s+ ω2
e

(2.16)
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Figure 2.1: Magnitude plot: rigid body mode (dotted), 1st flexible mode at
ωe = 250 rad/s (dashed) and the resulting 4th-order plant transfer function
(solide line).

Here:

m = meff ,0,k

α =
ϕ1j
ϕ1k

· meff ,0,k

meff ,1,k

(2.17)

In general, αi is the factor relating ωe,i and ωa,i of the i-th eigenmode of a plant
according to:

ω2
a,i =

ω2
e,i

1 + αi
(2.18)

In a mechanical system, α is determined by the location of the sensor w.r.t.
the actuator. For α > 0, ωa,i is smaller than ωe,i, implying that in the pole-zero
plot there will be a pair of zeros between the rigid-body poles and the poles of
the resonance. As α decreases, the zeros in the pole-zero plot move up along
the imaginary axis toward infinity where they disappear, to appear again on the
real axis when α decreases further (Miu 1992, Preumont 1997). The position of
the zeros w.r.t. the resonance poles determines the type of the plant transfer
function. Table 2.1 shows different ranges of α and the corresponding types of
plant transfer functions as discussed by Coelingh (2000), and Soemers & de Vries
(2008). Type N is not considered hereafter.
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Table 2.1: Plant types.

α Plant type Characteristic
α > 0 Antiresonance - Resonance (AR) ωa < ωe

α = 0 Unobservable (U) ωa = ωe

−1 < α < 0 Resonance - Antiresonance (RA) ωa > ωe

α = −1 Resonance (R) ωa = inf
α < −1 Non-minimum phase (N) zeros at ±ωa on the real axis

2.3 Motion controller

The motion controller is designed to have the minimum bandwidth that is
required for the desired performance. The plant is assumed to be a moving mass
(high-frequency approximation), the transfer function of which is given by:

P (s) =
1

ms2
(2.19)

The controller can be composed of various combinations of proportional, P,
integral, I, and differential, D, components. To reduce the high-frequency gain, a
low-pass filter can be added to the controller that adds extra high-frequency roll-
off. The combination of all the above mentioned components is termed PID+,
where the ‘+’ sign refers to the additional low-pass filter. The PID+ controller in
series form, has the following general transfer function:

CPID+(s) = kP ·
(
1 +

1

sτI

)
·

(
sτD + 1

(sβτD)
2
+ 2ζβτDs+ 1

)

= kP · (sτD + 1) (sτI + 1)(
(sβτD)

2
+ 2ζβτDs+ 1

)
sτI

(2.20)

where β = 0.1 · · · 0.3 is the tameness constant of the differentiation action within
the motion controller and ζ = 0.7 · · · 0.9 represents the relative damping of the
second order roll-off filter. Figure 2.2 shows the Bode plot of a PID+ controller.

kP = mω2
c

√
β

τD =
(
ωc

√
β
)−1

τI ≥ 2τD (2.21)

Hence, the central parameter by which performance and stability are tuned, is ωc.
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Figure 2.2: Bode plot of PID+ controller; τI = 2τD, β = 0.1, ζ = 0.7, m = 0.63 kg
and ωc = 50 rad/s.

In most cases an encoder mounted on the motor is used for motion-control
feedback. So the motion control is collocated. Yet, as a result of both the integral
component and the low-pass filter, the motion controller is not passive and thus
there is no guarantee for stability, despite the collocation of the actuator and
sensor.

2.4 Stability analysis

Since the parameter used for tuning the motion controller is the desired ωc, the
stability analysis of the system is performed by looking at how it is influenced by
variations in ωc.

2.4.1 Method

The pole-zero plot of the system is used, where a root-locus (Hahn 1981) is
obtained by increasing ωc from 11 to ∞. Note that this is in contrast with the
conventional root-locus, where the loop gain is used as the variable to construct
the loci with. Figure 2.3 shows the ωc-based root-locus of the system consisting
of the above mentioned plant (see (2.16) and Figure 2.1) and a PID+ motion

1Setting the minimum value for ωc to 0 will result in division by zero in the calculation of τD .
Hence, on the basis of the plant dynamics, an sufficiently low value that is greater than zero should
be chosen.
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Figure 2.3: Root-locus showing pole-locations as a function of ωc. Note that the
two motion-control zeros move along the real negative axis for an increasing ωc,
as shown by the two gray arrows.

controller (see (2.20) and Figure 2.2). Using this root-locus plot, a range of ωc

can be deduced, for which the closed-loop system is stable (Borger 2010). It can
be seen from figure 2.3 that, due to the resonance poles, this system is unstable for
low ωc and that it becomes and remains stable when ωc is increased. The latter is
only valid under the assumption that no unmodelled high-frequency modes are
present.

2.4.2 Stability; ωc versus α versus ξ

For several values of damping, ξ = 0.1% · · · 5% , the lower and upper-bound of
ωc have been determined for which a system consisting of a fourth order plant,
described by (2.16), and a PID-type motion controller, as discussed above, is
unstable. The results are depicted in Figures 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 , where γ (2.22)
is plotted versus α (2.18).

γ =
ωc

ωe
(2.22)

The lower bound in each plot is an indication of the maximum achievable
bandwidth for which the corresponding closed-loop system is guaranteed to be
stable. Uncertainty in plant parameters has not been considered here. This means
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that the stability boundaries can be subject to shift as a result of discrepancies
between the model and the plant. Yet the results can still be used as a rule of
thumb, when designing motion controllers. Above the upper bound, should one
be present, unmodelled modes may exist that can destabilize the system. Hence
the stability in this region is uncertain.
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Figure 2.4: Unstable regions; PID without high-frequency roll-off. Increasing ξ
from dark to light; ◦ : 0.1%, ⋆ : 1%, + : 2%, △ : 5%. Lower bound: solid line,
Upper bound: dashed line.

Figure 2.4, shows the stability regions of the PID motion controller2, without
high-frequency roll-off, which is described by:

CPID(s) = kP ·
(
1 +

1

sτI

)
· sτD + 1

sβτD + 1
(2.23)

What strikes most is the poor stability of the RA-type plant transfer in contrast
with the stability robustness of the AR type. Damping improves the stability of

2The stability regions plotted in Figure 2.4 also apply for the PD motion controller without high-
frequency roll-off
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the RA type considerably, but in case of low damping, it is better to design the
control loop such that the plant transfer is of the AR type.

Despite the advantageous stability properties of the AR-type plant transfer
in combination with a PID motion controller, it could be undesirable, if not
impossible, to implement it in practice. This could for instance be due to the
noise present in the system, which in addition to being loud, can wear out the
mechanics. More important are the limited dynamics of the actuator and sensor
of the motion loop and the required anti-aliasing filter in case of digital control.
Thus, having some sort of high-frequency roll-off is inevitable.

PID+
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Figure 2.5: Unstable regions; PID+. Increasing ξ from dark to light; ◦ : 0.1%,
⋆ : 1%, + : 2%, △ : 5%. Lower bound: solid line, Upper bound: dashed line.

The stability regions for the PID+ motion controller (2.20) are shown in Figure
2.5 The first thing that catches the attention is that the lower bound of the RA-type
transfer function is larger compared to that of the AR type. Looking at Figure 2.5,
ωc ≤ ωe/3 seems to be an appropriate rule of thumb for obtaining a stable closed-
loop system for the RA type. As for the AR type, when ξ = 0.1%, which is
typically the case for high-precision industrial machines, γ should be well below
0.1.
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For α = 0, ωe = ωa and the plant transfer functions is equal to that of a
moving mass. Since the motion controller is designed for this type of plant, the
closed-loop system is stable around this point. The closer α is to zero, i.e. the
smaller the distance between ωe and ωa, the larger the stable γ range (higher
maximum ωc). As damping increases, this region expands simultaneously with
the elevation of the lower bound and, if applicable, the decrease of the upper
bound of instability region. As ξ increases, the instability vanishes for a growing
range of α. This effect is more noticeable for the AR-type plant, of which the
lower bound of the instability region elevates significantly due to the increase of
damping. The relative profit in terms of achievable ωc is considerable.
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Figure 2.6: Unstable regions; dark: PD+, light: PID+. ◦ : ξ = 0.1%, + : ξ = 2%
and △ : ξ = 5%.Lower bound: solid line, Upper bound: dashed line.

Figure 2.6 shows the stability regions for both the PID+ and PD+ motion
controller. The transfer function of the PD+ controller is given by :

CPD+(s) = kP · sτD + 1

(sβτD)
2
+ 2ζβτDs+ 1

(2.24)
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Figure 2.7: Schematic view of the positioning system.

The values considered for ξ are ξ = 0.1%, ξ = 2% and ξ = 5%. It can be seen
that the unstable region for the RA type of plant transfer function expands over
the entire α range. There is a small improvement due to higher damping visible
close to the α = 0 line, but the overall influence of damping is not significant for
this type of transfer function.

As opposed to the RA type, the unstable region for the AR-type plants
does decrease when no integration is applied in the motion control. This effect
becomes more beneficial as α increases. Note that the gain in the stable region is
largely due to the shift of the upper bound of the instability region. As mentioned
before, the stability in this region may be influenced by the unmodelled high
frequency dynamics of the plant and thus, when the knowledge about the plant’s
high-frequency dynamics is limited, this γ range should be avoided. This makes
the enlargement of the stable region less useful. However, at the edge of the
instability region, for lower values of α, also the elevation of the lower bound
contributes to the shrinkage of the instability region. The shift of this edge
increases as modal damping grows.

2.5 Application

Consider a positioning system consisting of a carriage, with m = 0.63 kg, on a
linear motor, as depicted in figure 2.7. The guideway of the linear actuator has
a certain compliance, which results in vibrations in the transient response of the
plant. The compliance is shown by means of two linear stiffnesses, indicated by
c, in Figure 2.7. We are only interested in the displacement of the carriage in
the x-direction. The force applied to the carriage, F , excites two modes (Rankers
1997):

• rigid body mode, which is a translational movement in the x-direction;
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DOF: x, meff ,0,x = m.

• rocking mode, which is a rotation about the Center Of Mass (COM);
DOF: ϕ, meff ,1,ϕ = J , keff ,1,ϕ = 2cb2.

The resulting displacement of the carriage, x, is measured by a position sensor
at the distance ax from the COM. The transfer function of the plant (see (2.16)),
incorporating both the aforementioned translation and rotation, is given by:

xk
Fx,j

(s) =
1

m s2
+

aF ax

J s2 + 2ξ
√
J k s+ k

=
1 + α

m s2
· s

2 + 2ξaωa s+ ω2
a

s2 + 2ξeωe s+ ω2
e

(2.25)

Here, m represents the mass of the carriage, J its inertia, k is the rotational
stiffness, and aF and ax are the relative positions of the actuator and sensor with
respect to the COM. For the damping in the plant, the viscous damping model
has been used, resulting in the 2ξωe term in (2.25). Furthermore:

k = 2cb2

α =
m

J
aFax

ωe =

√
k

J

ωa =

√
k

J +maFax
(2.26)

The guideway in this example causes a vibration mode at ωe = 250 rad/s. We
assume this mode to be badly damped. Hence, ξ = 0.1% is used in the plant
model, which is a typical value for ξ in high precision machines (Holterman
2002). The measured displacement of the carriage, x, is used as the feedback to
the motion controller. The position sensor is mounted such that α = 0.5. Hence
the plant has an AR-type transfer function.

The motion controller is a PID+, with β = 0.1 and ζ = 0.7. The position
reference signal is a third-degree polynomial with a maximum jerk of jmax =
8 m/s3. The allowed set-point error is esp = 1 mm. For this type of motion
controller in combination with a third order set-point, the minimum value for ωc,
called ωd, which is needed in order to stay within the required set-point error
margin, can be determined using:

ω3
d =

2 · jmax

β · esp
(2.27)

The aforementioned parameters of this positioning system lead to ωd = 54 rad/s,
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Figure 2.8: Pole-zero plot of the closed-loop system. Left: AR type plant, ξ =
0.1%. Middle: AR type plant, ξ = 2%. Right: RA type plant, ξ = 0.1%.

hence γ = 0.22. Figure 2.5 shows that this value of γ is located in the unstable
region. The pole-zero plot shown at the left side of Figure 2.8 shows that the
complex poles of the plant in the closed-loop system are located in the right-half
s-plane.

If possible, the controller should be changed to the PID type, which will
yield a stable system according to Figure 2.4. In case this is not possible, using
Figure 2.5, it can be found that there are two options to stabilize the system. The
first option is to move the sensor, in other words change ax, such that a pole-zero
flipping occurs, as depicted in the right plot in Figure 2.8. The transfer function of
the plant will then become of the RA type, which is stable for γ = 0.22. However,
it might not be possible to relocate the sensor on the machine in such a way that
this change in the transfer function type occurs.

The second option is to increase the damping of the vibration mode. Figure 2.5
shows that ξ = 2% is high enough to obtain a stable system. This results in the
pole-zero plot in the middle in Figure 2.8. If passive means are not sufficient to
reach this level of damping, active damping should be considered. Figure 2.9
shows the simulation results with both ξ = 0.1% and ξ = 2%. The results are as
predicted by Figure 2.5.
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2.6 Conclusion

This chapter analyzed the influence of various types of high-order dynamics
on the stability of a closed-loop system, where the controller is tuned using a
reduced model of the plant. Results have been summarized in figures 2.4, 2.5,
and 2.6. These figures show stable and unstable regions in terms of α (relating
antiresonance, ωa, to resonance, ωe) and γ (relating tuning parameter ωc to
resonance ωe) for varying relative damping of the resonance.

The maximum achievable open-loop crossover frequency, ωc, which is directly
related to the closed-loop bandwidth, can be deduced from these figures by using
no more information than the α and ξ belonging to the most critical high-order
dynamics. Hence, the results provide guidelines concerning the achievable ωc,
which can be used in the process of motion control design.

The results also show the beneficial effect of structural damping on the
stability regions. The extent of the corresponding improvement depends on both
the plant type and the type of motion controller. The best performance can be
achieved for the AR type of plant transfer function with sufficient damping.
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Chapter 3

Collocated vs Noncollocated Active
Damping

Abstract - In this chapter, both collocated and noncollocated Active Vibration
Control (AVC) of vibrations in a motion system are considered. Pole-zero plots
of both the AVC loop and the motion-control loop are used to analyze the effect
of the applied active damping on the system dynamics. Using these plots and
the simulated end-effector position of the actively damped plant, a comparison
is made between the collocated AVC, using Integral Force Feedback (IFF), and
noncollocated AVC, by means of acceleration feedback.

It is demonstrated that collocated AVC improves the performance of the
plant by adding damping to both the resonance and antiresonance mode of the
plant and making it possible to increase the motion-control bandwidth. The
applied noncollocated AVC improves the performance by adding damping to
the resonance mode. However, as opposed to the collocated AVC, for the applied
noncollocated AVC, there is a trade-off between various performance criteria,
such as rise time and settling time, that is determined by the balance between
the added damping and the increase of the bandwidth. This is true for all the
AVC methods that do not increase the damping of the antiresonance mode.

This chapter is a revised version of (Babakhani, de Vries & van Amerongen
2012a);
“A comparison of the performance improvement by collocated and noncollocated active
damping in motion systems”
B. Babakhani and T. J. A. de Vries and J. van Amerongen
IEEE/ASME transactions on Mechatronics, to be published.

29
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3.1 Introduction

Resonance is one of the main performance limiting factors in industrial motion
systems. For high-performance motion systems, which are designed to have
a high mechanical stiffness, little friction and a small load mass, the typical
situation is that a PID-type controller is present in the motion-control loop that
adds servo stiffness and servo damping to the moving mass dynamics of the
plant. The plant will exhibit lightly-damped higher-order vibration modes in
addition. These higher-order modes appear as nearly undamped resonances
(pole pairs on the imaginary axis) and, depending on the sensor configuration,
as nearly undamped antiresonances (zero pairs close to the imaginary axis) in
the plant transfer. When the gain of the PID-type Motion Controller (MC)
is increased, these resonances will cause vibrations or even instability in the
response of the end effector.

An example of such a resonance mode is the so-called rocking mode. The
rocking mode phenomenon refers to the rotational vibration mode that is com-
monly present in motion systems fitted with linear guideways. Due to compli-
ance in the guideway, the cart (end effector) can slightly rotate, i.e. “rock”, around
its Center Of Mass (COM) when it is driven by an eccentric force, which may
result in oscillations in the measured position. This resonance mode restricts the
bandwidth of the motion system and its performance.

AVC

Plant

MC

Actuator

Actuator Sensor

Sensor

(a) Collocated AVC

AVC

Plant

MC

Actuator

Sensor

Sensor+

(b) Noncollocated AVC

Figure 3.1: Plant in both MC and AVC closed loop.

By adding damping to the resonance mode of the plant, the oscillations of the
end effector can be damped faster, which will result in a shorter settling time.
In addition, the previous chapter showed that by adding extra damping to the
plant, the maximum achievable bandwidth can be increased. This will reduce
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the response time even further. So, damping improves the performance of the
systems on two levels.

Generally, it is quite impossible to realize passive (mechanical) damping in
the plant, hence active damping can be considered. And usually, that cannot be
realized with the actuator-sensor pair that is in use for motion control, because the
observability of the vibration modes in the resulting plant transfer is insufficient.
Therefore, it is desirable to add another sensor and possibly another actuator
for the purpose of realizing active damping. This leads to two alternative
implementations of an Active Vibration Controller (AVC): a noncollocated one,
with an additional sensor only, and a collocated one, with an additional actuator-
sensor pair (see Figure 3.1).

Possible feedback signals are force, position, velocity, or acceleration. The
latter three can be converted to one another by means of signal manipulation.
Depending on the chosen sensor, various AVC algorithms can be implemented.

When the force is measured, Integral Force Feedback (IFF), which is treated
extensively by Preumont (2006) and applied, among others, by Holterman &
de Vries (2004) and Fleming (2010), can be implemented.

Positive position feedback, which was introduced by Goh & Caughey (1985)
and implemented among others by (Denoyer & Kwak 1996) and Baz & Poh
(1996), is an option for which a position measurement should be performed. For
frequency varying structures, the adaptive positive position feedback algorithms
can be implemented (Mahmoodi et al. 2010, Hegewald & Inman 2001, Rew et al.
2002).

When the acceleration of the end effector is known, a second-order filter with
sufficient damping can be used to generate a force that is proportional to the
acceleration. This force can then be used for active damping (Preumont 1997,
Verscheure et al. 2006). The measured acceleration can also be integrated for
direct velocity feedback, which is a particular case of lead control (Balas 1979,
Yang 1994, Vervoordeldonk et al. 2006).

For the aforementioned active damping methods, the model of the structure
is not required. In addition, the stability of the system can be guaranteed by
using collocated actuator and sensor pairs, provided that their dynamics are
nonrestrictive (Preumont 1997).

The state variable method is a model-based approach that can be applied
for AVC, for which the internal states of the system could be estimated using
an (implicit) observer. This method is not robust against unmodeled plant
dynamics (Fuller 1997).

When applying AVC in a motion system that suffers from the rocking mode,
adding damping to the resonance mode of the plant is the means for improving
the closed-loop motion performance. The usefulness of collocated AVC for 1D
rocking mode has been shown by Babakhani & de Vries (2010a). This chapter
analyzes the effect that active damping in motion systems has on the performance
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Figure 3.2: 1D model of a plant with rocking mode.

for both the collocated and the noncollocated AVC concept. The emphasis is not
so much on choosing the best algorithm for these two control concepts; rather
it is on the difference in their effects on the motion-control loop. Assuming that
both control concepts are feasible and that the same amount of active damping
can be achieved by both, it is interesting to know the resulting performance
improvement of the closed-loop system by each concept. The results apply to
the class of systems with an internal resonance mode that limits the control
bandwidth of the collocated motion controller.

A model of the rocking mode in a one-dimensional setting is presented in
Section 3.2. The achievable performance in closed loop without AVC is also
shown. Section 3.3 describes the collocated and the noncollocated AVC and their
effect on both the plant and the MC loop. The consequence of including these two
vibration controllers for the closed-loop performance is discussed in Section 3.4.
The conclusions are presented in Section 3.7.

3.2 Model of the plant

We are investigating rotational vibration modes in systems with flexible guide-
ways. In a one-dimensional setting, this can be modeled as a fourth-order plant
of the flexible guidance class (Coelingh 2000). Figure 3.2 shows a schematic
representation of this model. It shows a plant, having a mass m and inertia
J , mounted on a flexible guideway of a linear actuator. The wheels, springs
and dampers represent the flexible guideway. The stiffness of the guideway
rollers is represented by c. This type of constructions typically has a low relative
damping (around 0.1% according to Holterman (2002)), which is represented
by the damping icons. F is the actuator force that is to initiate a translational
movement x. In addition to this translation, F also excites a rocking mode around
the COM (rotation φ). This causes a ripple on the measured position of the end
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effector, which limits the performance of the plant.
The transfer function, from the input force F to the end-effector position x of such
a plant is given by (see Section 2.2):

P (s) =
x

F
=

rigid body mode︷︸︸︷
1

ms2
+

rotational mode︷ ︸︸ ︷
ax aF

J s2 +R s+ k
(3.1)

=
1 + m

J ax aF

m s2
· s

2 + 2 ξa ωa s+ ω2
a

s2 + 2 ξe ωe s+ ω2
e

where R and k respectively represent the damping and stiffness present in
the mechanical structure of the plant, ξ is the damping ratio and ωe and ωa,
respectively, represent the resonance and antiresonance frequency of the plant.
aF refers to the actuation arm and ax is the distance between the COM and the
displacement location of interest. For the MC loop ax = axMC and for the end-
effector position ax = axperf .
The relation between the model parameters is as follows:

R = 2 ξeJωe

= 2 ξa(J +m aF ax)ωa

k = 2 c b2 (3.2)

ωa =

√
k

J +m aF ax

ωe =

√
k

J

For motion control, a PID controller with high-frequency roll-off is applied. Such
a controller is generally implemented in commercial off-the-shelf servo drives,
and hence has wide applicability. On the basis of the desired performance the
minimum required crossover frequency, ωc, is determined. This ωc is used for
tuning the motion controller (see Section 2.3).

Figure 3.3 shows how the poles of the closed-loop system move in the complex
plane for an increasing crossover frequency ωc, where m = 0.65 kg, k = 50
Nm/rad, ξe = 2%, aF = 0.12 m, axMC

= 0.12 m and ωe = 73 rad/s. Note
that the two MC zeros move along the negative real axis for an increasing ωc (the
two gray arrows in Figure 3.3). From this plot it becomes clear that ωc = 13 rad/s
is the maximum achievable crossover frequency for the system having the above
mentioned parameters. It seems that the system stabilizes for high ωc’s. However,
this can only happen when there is no higher-order mode in the vicinity of the
modeled vibration mode. Otherwise, the higher-order mode(s) can influence the
locus of the modeled resonance mode in such a way that it remains in the right
half-plane. Also it is possible that the unmodeled higher-order modes destabilize
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Figure 3.3: Loci of the poles and zeros of the plant with low damping in motion-
control loop for a varying ωc.

the system for a high ωc. Therefore, the ωc for which the modeled resonance mode
destabilizes the system should be considered the maximum achievable ωc.

3.3 Active damping

The adopted control structure for adding active damping in this chapter is
the well known high authority/low authority control (HAC/LAC), shown in
Figure 3.4, where the LAC is responsible for active damping and the HAC is
dedicated to the motion control purpose (Preumont 1997, Seltzer et al. 1988).
These two controllers operate in parallel, but independent of each other. So all
in all, there are three transfer functions that play a role in the dynamics of the
closed-loop system:

• Hperf , where Lperf = Pperf · CMC

• HMC , where LMC = PMC · CMC

• HAV C , where LAV C = PAV C · CAV C

In general, Hperf is equal to HMC , except that the plant zeros are not present.
The system is described by:
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vibration control

HAC

motion control
r y
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Figure 3.4: The control scheme including both the motion controller and the
active vibration controller according to the HAC/LAC strategy.

 z
yMC

yAV C

 =

 Hperf 0
HMC 0
0 HAV C

[ rMC

rAV C

]
(3.3)

Where z is the end-effector state of interest (in this case its position), yMC

represents the output of the sensor for MC, yAV C is the state of the plant used
for vibration control and rMC and rAV C are the references for the MC and AVC,
respectively.

There are two control concepts, namely the collocated control concept and the
noncollocated control concept, referring to the locations of the controller actuator
and sensor with respect to each other. The motion controller is assumed to
be collocated. For the active damping, either one can be implemented on the
basis of the situation at hand. In the following subsections, both alternatives are
discussed. Preumont (1997) gives a full description of all the control algorithms
that are used in this chapter.

3.3.1 Collocated AVC

Collocated control means that the sensor and actuator in the control loop are
energetically conjugated, which leads to the following properties:

+ Guarantee of stability: a collocated sensor and actuator pair forms a power
port between the controller and the plant. This makes it possible to control
the power flow to the plant. As a consequence, by applying an energetically
passive or a dissipative controller –in this case the AVC–, the stability of the
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Figure 3.5: The control scheme including both the motion controller and the
collocated active vibration controller.

plant –when the active vibration controller is included– is guaranteed1.

+ Robustness: collocated control is robust against possible system parameter
variations and unmodeled dynamics (Preumont 1997).

− Practical limitations: the mechanical structure of a plant can make it challeng-
ing, or even impossible, to put the sensor and actuator at the same location.

The control scheme including the collocated AVC is shown in Figure 3.5. Active
damping can be applied by measuring any torque present and counteracting it
using a position actuator (rAV C = rT = 0). By placing the actuator and sensor
at the same location, for instance by using a piezo actuator and sensor stack,
collocated control can be realized. By dividing the plant into a carrier and the
end effector as shown in Figure 3.6, the so-called Active Damping Unit (ADU)
–consisting of the actuator and sensor stack for the AVC– can be placed between
the guideway and the end effector. In Figure 3.6, the wheels, the translational
stiffnesses and dampers of Figure 3.2, representing the guideway, are replaced by
their rotational counterparts, k and R. The mass of the carrier is assumed to be
negligibly small and is therefore not included in the models. The ADU consists of
a torque-sensor and a rotation actuator that is shown in parallel with a stiffness,
kpl. This stiffness is used to apply the necessary preload force over the piezo
actuator in the ADU.

AVC algorithm

Although the sensor and actuator of the aforementioned ADU are collocated,
the measured and actuated variables (torque, T , and rotation ϕ, respectively)
are not dual. Since duality is a necessary condition for guaranteeing stability,

1This of course only holds if there are no limitations imposed by the electronics, actuators and
sensors used.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic view of the plant in combination with both collocated AVC
and motion controller.

it is desirable that an energetically intrinsic passive relation between the corre-
sponding dual variables, namely torque and velocity, is realized. This can be
achieved by choosing an appropriate control algorithm, such as IFF (Preumont
1997, Holterman & de Vries 2005), which basically results in (viscous) damper
dynamics between the dual variables T and s ϕ:

CIFF (s) =
KIFF

s
(3.4)

ϕ (s) =
KIFF

s
(rT (s)− T (s))

= −KIFF

s
T (s)

K−1
IFF s ϕ (s) = −T (s)

dAV C s ϕ (s) = −T (s)

Equation (3.5) shows that the power flow from the controller to the plant, PC→P ,
is always non-positive.

dAV C s ϕ (s) = −T (s)

dAV C ϕ̇ (t) = −T (t)

PC→P (t) = ϕ̇ (t) T (t)

PC→P (t) = −dAV C ϕ̇
2 ≤ 0 (3.5)

To avoid actuator saturation, a forgetting factor is added to CIFF (s). The
resulting algorithm is termed Leaking Integral Force Feedback (LIFF) (3.6). This
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End effectorF

x

Figure 3.7: Schematic view of the plant in combination with both collocated
AVC and motion controller. The collocated AVC is represented by its dynamic
behavior (compare with Figure 3.6).

control algorithm is in fact a 1st order low-pass filter, having the gain KLIFF .
The forgetting factor results in spring dynamics between T and s ϕ, as can be
seen from (3.6).

CLIFF (s) =
KLIFF

s+ pLP
(3.6)

K−1
IFF s ϕ (s) + pLP K

−1
IFF ϕ (s) = −T (s)

dAV C s ϕ (s) + kAV C ϕ (s) = −T (s)

So by choosing the LIFF as the AVC algorithm, the following holds:

CAV C(s) =
KLIFF

s+ pLP
=

1

dAV C s+ kAV C
(3.7)

dAV C = K−1
LIFF

kAV C = pLP K
−1
LIFF

Hence, this controller behaves as a mechanical damper dAV C , for high-frequencies
(higher than pLP ), and as a stiffness kAV C , for low frequencies (see Figure 3.7),
and so it is energetically passive.

The parameters of the collocated AVC have been tuned according to the rules
of thumb deduced by Holterman (2002). This tuning method merely uses the
target ωe of the plant. Consequently, by using this method any model uncertainty
is irrelevant.
The transfer function of the plant in the AVC loop, from the ADU actuator to its
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sensor, is:

PAV C(s) =
T

φ
= kpr ·

J s2 +R s+ ksr
J s2 +R s+ k

(3.8)

Where:

kpr = kpl + k

k−1
sr = k−1

pl + k−1 (3.9)

Filter

Adding any filter to this controller will result in the loss of passivity and therefore
the guarantee of stability is lost as well. Still, for improving the static stiffness
of the plant when the AVC is included, a high-pass filter, described by (3.10),
might be added to the AVC. If the cut-off frequency of this filter is small w.r.t. the
resonance frequency, the closed-loop stability is preserved (Holterman 2002).

HHP (s) =
s

s+ pHP
(3.10)

The transfer function of the plant in the motion-control loop, when the active
vibration controller is included becomes:

PMC(s) =
x

F
=

1

ms2
· (J + axaFm) s2 + (R+ ψ)s+ κk

Js2 + (R+ ψ)s+ κk
(3.11)

Where:

ψ =
k

s+ pLP + HHP (s) KLIFF (kpl + k)

κ =
pLP + HHP (s) KLIFF kpl

s+ pLP + HHP (s) KLIFF (kpl + k)

Note that both the poles and the zeros of the MC loop are damped by the
collocated AVC.

Realizable active damping

Considering the transfer function of an AVC loop, the distance between its poles
and zeros in the pole-zero plot is the measure for the controllability of that mode.
The poles represent the resonance frequency of the plant ωe, and the zeros of
the AVC loop ωaAV C

, the resonance frequency of the subsystem constrained by
the ADU actuator and sensor (Miu 1992). The larger the distance between the
two, the higher the controllability of a certain mode, and therefore, the larger the
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Figure 3.8: Loci of the poles (black line) and zeros (gray line) of the plant
including collocated AVC, with high-pass filter (3.10), for a varying KLIFF .

maximum achievable damping. The maximum achievable damping for ωaAV C
>

ωe/3, can be determined according to (Preumont 1997):

ξmax
e =

ωe − ωaAV C

2 ωaAV C

(3.12)

Effect on PAV C and PMC

Equation (3.11) shows that the AVC can add damping to both poles and zeros of
the MC loop, as mentioned previously. This can also be seen in Figure 3.8 which
shows the loci of the poles and zeros of the plant including the collocated AVC, for
a varying KLIFF (where kpl = 9 Nm/rad, pLP = 0.18 · ωe and pHP = 0.17 · pLP ).
Figure 3.8a shows that the resonance poles travel to the zeros of the AVC loop
when KLIFF is increased. ξe increases at first, but after achieving its maximum
value, it decreases when KLIFF is increased further. The same trend applies for
the ωaMC . Figure 3.8b shows that ξaMC changes simultaneously and to the same
extent as ξe for an increasing KLIFF .

Besides the increase of ξe for the target resonance mode, this active damping
algorithm also increases ξe of the higher modes of the plant that were not
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Figure 3.9: The control scheme including both the motion controller and the
noncollocated active vibration controller.

included in the reduced model (3.1). The extent of the resulting ξe for the higher
modes is generally unknown because of the lack of information about these
modes. So the higher-order modes can put an upper bound on the achievable
ωc.

3.3.2 Noncollocated AVC

When noncollocated control is applied, sensing and actuating take place at
different parts of the plant. This has the following consequences:

+ Practical implementation: the advantage of noncollocated AVC is that it is
relatively easy to implement in the plant. After all, just adding a sensor to
the plant takes less effort than adding both a sensor and an actuator.

− No guarantee of stability: unlike for collocated control, noncollocated control
can jeopardize the stability of the system due to its effect on the residual
modes.

− Less robust: noncollocated control is less robust against parameter variations
and discrepancies between the used plant model and the actual plant.

To obtain a better observability of the performance limiting vibration mode,
a sensor can be added to the plant. Here, the noncollocated AVC uses the
acceleration of the end effector that can be measured by means of an acceleration
sensor; rAV C = rφ̈ = 0. It is relatively easy to measure the absolute acceleration
of the end effector compared to, e.g., its absolute position and/or velocity. The
AVC uses the same actuator as the MC. Figure 3.9 shows a schematic overview of
the control-loops acting on the plant.

AVC algorithm

Equation (3.13) shows the transfer function of the AVC, where g represents the
gain. Due to the integral action in the controller, this is in effect the same concept
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as the direct velocity feedback (Preumont 1997).

CAV C(s) =
g

s
(3.13)

The transfer function of active damping control loop is:

PAV C(s) =
φ̈

FAV C
=

aF s
2

Js2 +Rs+ k
(3.14)

Filter

To decrease the interference of the AVC with the MC and to suppress any effect
of high-frequency modes and/or noise, both a high-pass and a low-pass filter,
described by (3.15), have been added to the AVC.

HHL(s) =
1

s+ pLP
· s

s+ pHP
(3.15)

The integral action on the acceleration is canceled by the high-pass filter. So any
drift that might have been caused by the integration is hereby excluded. As a
whole, the AVC including the filters is in effect the same as feeding the measured
acceleration to a second order filter, H(s), in combination with a proportional
controller (Preumont 1997), represented by the following equation:

H(s) =
g

s2 + 2 ξf ωf s+ ω2
f

(3.16)

where:

ωf =
√
pLP · pHP

ξf =
pLP + pHP

2
√
pLP · pHP

(3.17)

The center frequency of this filter, ωf , is chosen equal to ωe.
The transfer function of the plant when the AVC including the band-pass filter is
included becomes:

PMC(s) =
1

m s2
· (J + ax aF m) s2 + k

J s2 + (R+HHL(s) g aF ) s+ k
(3.18)

Effect on PAV C and PMC

Given that g only appears in the denominator of (3.18), it is clear that the
noncollocated AVC only adds damping to ωe. Figure 3.10 shows the loci of the
poles and zeros of the plant including the noncollocated AVC for a varying g
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Figure 3.10: Loci of the poles and zeros of the plant including noncollocated AVC
for a varying g, ωf = ωe.

(where pLP = 82 and pHP = 65). It shows that increasing g increases ξe to a
certain extent, beyond which ξe decreases as the poles move towards the zeros of
the AVC loop, located at the origin as depicted in 3.10a. The amount of damping
added to the resonance mode depends on g, aF and ratio of ωf to ωe. Note that
ξaMC , shown in 3.10b, is unaffected by the noncollocated AVC. Therefore, there is
no gray line representing the movement of the zeros, unlike the collocated AVC
case that was shown in Figure 3.8b.

3.4 Results; AVC in motion control closed loop

Since active damping has been applied in a motion system, the total system
including both the AVC and the MC should be considered when it comes to
evaluating the performance.

Figure 3.11 shows a part of the locus of the HMC poles for ωc varying from
1 to ∞. The loci of both the resonance and the rigid-body poles for the plant
including the collocated AVC is shown in 3.11a. Figure 3.11c shows the same for
the noncollocated AVC.
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Figure 3.11: Locus of the poles of the motion-control loop including AVC for a
varying ωc; Nωc = 13 rad/s, � : ωc = 20 rad/s, ⋆ : ωc = 50 rad/s .

These figures show that for an increasing ωc, ξe, mostly achieved by the AVC,
decreases for both the collocated and noncollocated AVC. In other words, the
poles shift toward the imaginary axis, yet stay stable and damped.

More important is the effect of an increasing ωc on the poles in the origin.
These rigid-body poles move toward the zeros of the MC loop. The noncollocated
AVC does not add damping to these zeros so they are located very close to the
imaginary axis. So the relative damping of the closed-loop poles that move
toward these zeros when ωc is increased (in this case the rigid-body poles),
decreases. This counteracts any improvement of the performance achieved by the
added active damping to the resonance mode. The reader is referred to Section 3.6
for more information on the balance between active damping and ωc.

Moreover, since the MC operates in a collocated fashion, the MC loop
zeros are at a lower frequency than the resonance mode. This means that
the oscillations due to the poles in the vicinity of these zeros will have a
higher amplitude than the oscillations caused by the resonance mode. Thus,
although the oscillations due to the resonance mode have been damped by
the noncollocated AVC, the rigid-body poles cause oscillations in the plant’s
response.
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Table 3.1: Performance of the plant with and without AVC (ξe = 0.25), in closed
loop.

AVC ωc Overshoot Rise-time Settling time

(rad/s) (%) (s) (s), error < 1%

No 13 53% 0.12 >> 2

13 22% 0.13 0.70

Collocated 20 17% 0.09 0.47

50 32% 0.05 0.19

13 37% 0.12 0.62

Noncollocated 20 44% 0.08 0.41

50 75% 0.05 0.54

The decrease of performance for high motion-control bandwidths was also
mentioned in (Verscheure et al. 2006), where an H∞ AVC and a lead-lag MC
implemented, without any explanation however.

This is a major difference between the noncollocated method for AVC and
the collocated method. In the latter case the MC loop zeros are damped to the
same extent as the poles. Since the rigid-body poles remain in the vicinity of
the MC loop zeros, the decrease of their relative damping for an increasing ωc is
limited and will not become significantly smaller than the damping added by the
collocated AVC.

It should be noted that the zeros of HMC do not appear in the performance
loop, Hperf (see Section 3.3). This means that the distance between the closed-loop
poles and the HMC zeros does not play a role in the closed-loop performance.
It is the location of the closed-loop poles in the complex plane that should be
considered for performance.

3.5 Simulated step responses

Figure 3.12 shows the simulated step response of the plant with and without
active damping, where both the collocated AVC and the noncollocated AVC are
tuned to yield ξe = 0.25. The model parameters are the same as in Section 3.2.
Furthermore, axMC

= 0.12 m and axperf = −0.08 m. These plots together with
Table 3.1 confirm the conclusions drawn previously from the pole-zero plots.
The simulations also show a significant improvement in terms of overshoot
for collocated AVC. Both collocated and noncollocated AVC reduce the settling
time considerably. However, there is a trade-off between decreasing the rise-
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Figure 3.12: Step responses of the closed-loop system for various ωc’s, amplitude
versus time; light gray: No AVC, dark gray: noncollocated AVC with g = 300,
black: collocated AVC with KLIFF = 0.7.
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time (increasing ωc) and decreasing the settling time (increasing the relative
damping of the poles), beyond a certain ωc for the noncollocated AVC control.
The noncollocated AVC can of course be optimized and the control algorithm
itself can be altered to achieve better damping characteristics. Nevertheless, the
fact remains that as long as the MC loop zeros have a low relative damping,
the system performance does not benefit from active damping for high MC
bandwidths.

3.6 Balance between active damping and ωc
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Figure 3.13: A part of the pole-zero plot of the plant including the noncollocated
AVC, without MC (a and d) and in motion control closed loop (b, c, e and f), for
various values of g and ωc (rad/s).
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The closed-loop poles for various values of ωc and g are shown in Figure 3.13.
The two values of g in this figure are g = 300 that results in ξe = 0.25 and
g = 500 that results in ξe = 0.5, which is the highest achievable damping for
the noncollocated AVC, as shown previously in Figure 3.10. For convenience
only a small part of the pole-zero plot is shown, which contains the most
relevant information concerning the performance. Figure 3.13 shows that when
ξe is increased, the rigid-body poles move faster toward the undamped closed-
loop zeros for an increasing ωc. The higher the relative damping of the
resonance poles, the faster the rigid-body poles approach the imaginary axis
when increasing the MC bandwidth. So the combination of maximum achievable
damping and bandwidth does not necessarily yield the best performance. The
latter is confirmed by the step responses depicted in Figure 3.14, where axMC

=
0.12 m and axperf = −0.08 m. It shows that for a high ωc, a lower noncollocated
active damping is more beneficial. The balance between the applied active
damping and ωc for the best performance should be determined using the plant
model. So the achieved performance improvement depends on the available
plant knowledge.

For comparison, also the step responses of the closed-loop system including
the collocated AVC, having the same ξe’s and ωc’s, are shown in Figure 3.15.
These step responses show that the performance of the closed-loop system,
including the collocated AVC, does not vary significantly by variations in either
the AVC gain or the ωc.

3.7 Conclusion

In motion systems, AVC can be used to add damping to vibration modes (poles)
and therewith allows for bandwidth increase. This chapter shows that an
important difference between collocated and noncollocated active damping is
that only in the collocated case, damping is added to the antiresonances (zeros)
of a vibration mode. As a result, for the noncollocated case, a further bandwidth
increase eventually leads to closed-loop poles in the vicinity of the imaginary axis
and consequently oscillations in the closed-loop dynamics worsening the perfor-
mance. Hence, noncollocated active damping only improves the performance for
low MC bandwidths. In contrast, for the collocated case the closed-loop poles
remain well damped and additional performance gain is obtained.
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Figure 3.14: Step responces of the closed-loop system including the noncollocated
AVC, for various values of ωc and g; gray: g = 500 and ξe = 0.5, black g = 300
and ξe = 0.25.
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Figure 3.15: Step responces of the closed-loop system including the collocated
AVC, for various values of ωc and KLIFF ; gray: KLIFF = 1.5 and ξe = 0.5, black:
KLIFF = 0.7 and ξe = 0.25.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Evaluation of Active
Damping

Abstract - A rotational vibration mode is a performance limiting phenomenon
that typically occurs in machines fitted with linear actuation. Active damping of
this mode in motion systems allows for increasing the motion-control bandwidth
and results in a better performance. This chapter describes an experiment de-
signed to show the effect of active damping. After deriving a set of requirements
from the dynamical model, the mechanical design of an active damping unit
containing collocated actuator and sensor pairs is described. The implemented
active vibration controller algorithm is a leaking integral force feedback, which
makes use of force measurement and position actuation. Measurements show
a five times higher relative damping of the resonance mode after implementing
active damping. The improvement in the transient response of the test setup is
evident in the measured end-effector position.

This chapter is a revised version of (Babakhani, Brouwer, de Vries & van
Amerongen 2012);
“Experimental Evaluation of Active Damping of a Rotational Vibration Mode in Motion
Systems”
B. Babakhani, and D. M. Brouwer, and T. J. A. de Vries and J. van Amerongen
submitted to IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics.
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4.1 Introduction

y

y

z

AVC

MC

Plant

Figure 4.1: Control scheme for both the motion control (MC) and the active
vibration control (AVC) loop. z: the end-effector state of interest, r: the reference
for z, rAV C : the reference for the AVC, which is equal to zero, HMC : the transfer
function of the MC loop from r to yMC , HAV C : the transfer function of the AVC
loop from rAV C to yAV C , Hperf : the transfer function of performance loop from r
to z.

Resonance in industrial machines is an important performance liming factor.
An example of such a vibration is the rotational vibration that is present in plants
fitted with linear actuation. The compliance of the guideway in such a plant
induces a poorly damped rotational vibration in the end effector. This rotational
vibration mode is known as the rocking mode, referring to the ‘rocking’ motion
of the end effector around the guideway.

These vibrations are usually not (sufficiently) observable and/or controllable
in the motion control transfer HMC (see Figure 4.1). Thus the motion controller
(MC) cannot inject (enough) damping into these modes, which results in perfor-
mance degradation. Adding damping will improve the performance by reducing
the settling time of the end effector. In addition to its effect on the performance
loop Hperf , damping also allows for a higher bandwidth of the motion controller
as shown in Chapter 2, which in turn improves the system performance in terms
of both settling time and low-frequency disturbance rejection. When damping
by passive means is proven insufficient or not realizable with the applicable
requirements such as maximum weight and cost, active damping can provide
a solution.

Active damping can be implemented in both a collocated and a noncollo-
cated manner (Preumont 1997, Holterman 2002, Anderson & Hagood 1994, van
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Schothorst 1999). Collocated damping has been chosen in this chapter because
of its stability robustness and its superior performance improvement properties
compared to the noncollocated active damping (see Chapter 3). The active
damping controller (AVC) operates in parallel with, but independently of the
motion controller. This control structure is the high authority/low authority
control, HAC/LAC, proposed by (Seltzer et al. 1988) and implemented among
others by Preumont (1997), Symens et al. (2003), and Pereira et al. (2011). The
resulting control scheme is depicted in Figure 4.1.

This concept of collocated active damping of the rocking mode is presented in
Chapter 3 and (Babakhani & de Vries 2010a), where the effect of active damping
on the plant performance has been shown using simulations. In this chapter,
the results of previous chapters are combined in an implementation of active
damping on a test setup. This chapter deals with practicalities of AVC and
presents measurement results showing the effect of damping on the performance
of a motion system.

First, a model of the kind of plant considered here is given in Section 4.2. Also,
the test setup made to show the effect of the rocking mode and the damping
thereof, on the dynamics of a plant, is introduced in this section. Section 4.3
describes both the theory behind the selected active damping algorithm, and
its practical implementation in the test setup. The measurement results are
discussed in Section 4.4, leading to the conclusions presented in Section 4.5.

4.2 Plant

In this section a dynamic model of a plant suffering from the rocking mode
is presented in terms of a modal decomposition. The test setup used for
demonstrating the effect of rocking mode and the implementation of active
damping is introduced along with the expected achievable performance on the
basis of plant parameters.

4.2.1 Plant model

Considering vibrations to be small motions around an equilibrium allows to use
linear equations of motion (2.1) to describe their dynamics. Using this equation, a
general plant transfer function in terms of modal coordinates can be obtained by
summation of all modal contributions, as described in Section 2.2. So, considering
a lightly-damped motion system suffering from the rocking mode, a reduced-
order model incorporating both the plant’s rigid body mode (i=0) and its (most
dominant) rocking mode (i=1) is given by (4.1). This equation describes the
transfer function from the j-th force input Fx,j , to the k-th position output xk
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(see also (2.25)):

xk
Fx,j

(s) =
1

m s2
+

aF ax
J s2 +R s+ k

=
1 + α

m s2
· s

2 + 2ξaωa s+ ω2
a

s2 + 2ξeωe s+ ω2
e

(4.1)

where, assuming a viscous model for damping:

α =
m

J
aF ax

R = 2 ξe
√
J k

ξa = ξe /
√
1 + α

(4.2)

In case xk is the end-effector state of interest, (4.1) represents the plant transfer
function for the performance loop, Pperf . The plant transfer function belonging
to the motion-control loop, PMC , is in general of the same form, where xk stands
for the state that is used for feedback to the motion controller . The feedback loop
usually makes use of a position measurement performed by an encoder mounted
on the motor (collocated control).

4.2.2 Rocking mode demonstrator

The Rocking Mode Demonstrator (RMD), shown in Figure 4.2, is a setup designed
and realized by Imotec b.v. (one of the industrial SmartPie project partners)
to visualize both the effect of the rocking mode, and damping thereof, on the
dynamics of a plant (Borger & Holterman 2010). To this end, the following
requirements should be satisfied:

1. Mimicking the rocking mode.
Realization: for demonstration purposes, the vibrations are exaggerated by
implementing a local compliance, in the form of a leaf spring, in the setup,
mimicking the rocking mode. By doing so, a new, isolated, vibration mode
is introduced in the low-frequency range, which is more dominant than the
modes caused by other compliances in the setup1.

2. Facility for measuring both the MC feedback and the performance.
Realization: this setup is fitted with two sensors; an encoder mounted on
the motor carrier, which enables collocated position measurement (xenc) for
motion control, and a magnetic position sensor for noncollocated position
measurements (xxsens) that can be used as an indication for performance at
the end-effector location. The position sensor can be shifted underneath the
bar, and hence positioned w.r.t. the Center Of Mass (COM) of the bar.

1Hence, among others the compliance in the guideway of the RMD can be disregarded.
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Figure 4.2: Picture of the RMD, side view.

3. Low friction.
As mentioned before, the leaf spring causes a low-frequency resonance
mode. This means that the maximum achievable MC bandwidth is low.
As a consequence, it is important to have a low friction.

4. Low damping.
Precision machines suffer from low-damping modes; in general ξe ≤ 0.01.
To simulate the effect of the rocking mode realistically, the RMD should be
designed with low damping.
Realization: the RMD is designed to have low-weight moving parts and
high-stiffness constructions.

Figure 4.3 shows a schematic picture of the RMD, where the relevant parameters
are highlighted (see Table 4.1 for the parameter values). The actuation of the
motor carrier is assumed to be aligned with its COM.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic top view of the RMD (a) and its relevant parameters (b);
xenc: collocated position measurement by encoder, xxsens: noncollocated position
measurement by position sensor.

4.2.3 Motion control loop

For motion control the following PID control algorithm with a high-frequency
roll-off has been chosen (see Chapter 2):

CPID+(s) = kP · (sτD + 1) (sτI + 1)(
(sβτD)

2
+ 2ζβτDs+ 1

)
sτI

(4.3)

When tuning this control algorithm, the plant is assumed to be a moving mass.
The rigid-body mass of the plant and the desired crossover frequency are used to
tune the controller. For the RMD, m = 0.6 kg, ζ = 0.7, β = 0.1, and the following
relations hold:

kP = mω2
c

√
β

τD =
(
ωc

√
β
)−1

τI = 2τD (4.4)

Table 4.1: RMD parameters.

Parameter Value Unit
m 0.6 kg
J 0.014 kgm2/rad
aF 0.12 m
ax -0.08 m
k 150 Nm/rad
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The open-loop crossover frequency ωc, has a unique and direct relation with
the bandwidth. The desired ωc follows from the performance requirements.
However, its maximum achievable value for obtaining a stable system might be
restricted by the high-order modes of the plant. For instance, for the RMD, the
rotational vibration mode, caused by the leaf spring, in the mode that restricts the
maximum achievable bandwidth. This vibration mode occurs at the frequency of
ωe = 62 rad/s. Beyond the corresponding maximum achievable ωc, the motion
loop enters the ‘instability region’. The boundaries of the instability region
depend greatly on the damping. Assuming a low damping, ξe ≤ 0.01, in case
of the RMD ωc = 10 · · · 22 rad/s would yield an unstable MC loop (α = 0.6).
This follows directly from the guidelines presented in Chapter 2, specifically from
Figure 2.5.

Measurements on the RMD lead to an estimated damping of the rotational
vibration mode of ξe ≈ 0.04, which is high enough for the RMD to remain stable
in the aforementioned ωc region. The main reasons for this high damping are
the thick cables of the RMD, specially the cable of the linear actuator, and the
dissipation due to the friction (two of the main sources of damping in mechanical
structures (Rivin 1999)). The friction is mostly caused by asymmetric loading of
the linear guideway. The friction is partially compensated for by the addition of
feedforward control in the motion-control loop.

Since the rotational vibration mode introduced by the leaf spring is rather iso-
lated, the motion loop remains stable beyond the instability region corresponding
the rotational vibration mode induced by the leaf spring (see Section 2.4.2). The
higher-order modes of the RMD, appearing at relatively high frequencies, still
put a limit on the achievable ωc. However, due to the typically present low-pass
filter in the AVC loop (see Section 4.3.2), it is not possible to add active damping
to those modes.

So adding damping will not result in increasing the achievable ωc, but can still
increase the performance of the RMD by decreasing the settling time.

4.3 Active damping

Due to the stability robustness of collocated control, active damping has been
implemented using collocated actuators and sensors. Applying an intrinsically
passive control algorithm (Stramigioli 2001), which by definition is energetically
passive or dissipative, in combination with collocated and dual actuator and
sensor pairs, guarantees the stability of the control loop. Dual and collocated
actuator and sensor pairs form an energy port between the controller and the
plant. This can be realized by either the combination of force measurement
and velocity actuation, or the combination of velocity measurement and force
actuation.

For the RMD, use is made of piezo stacks (collocation) consisting of a force
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Figure 4.4: Control scheme of the plant in both motion control (MC) and active
vibration control (AVC) loop, including the various actuators, sensors and the
relevant input and outputs.

sensor and position (displacement) actuator (duality). The passivity of this
control has been addressd in Section 3.3.1.

4.3.1 Active vibration control

The transfer function of the plant from the actuator of the AVC loop to its sensor
for each vibration mode is given by:(

T

φ

)
i

(s) =
ϕ2i,ADU km,i s

2

s2 + ω2
e,i

(4.5)

The AVC algorithm, CAV C(s) (4.6), is the Leaking Integral Force Feedback (LIFF),
which is an integral action, of which the pole is slightly shifted to the left of the
origin (hence the term ‘leaking’) in combination with a low-frequent high-pass
filter to avoid actuator saturation (Preumont 1997).

CAV C(s) =
KLIFF

s+ pLP
· s

s+ pHP
(4.6)

The integral force feedback algorithm is intrinsically passive (see Section 3.3.1),
but this does not apply for (4.6) because of the added filter. However, the stability
is not endangered if the controller is tuned according to Holterman (2002):

pLP ≤ 0.2 ωe,1 pHP ≤ 0.2 pLP (4.7)

Besides the increase of damping for the target resonance mode, this implementa-
tion of active damping also increases the damping of the higher-order modes of
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the plant that were not included in the reduced-order model (4.1). However, the
extent of the resulting damping for the higher modes is unknown because of lack
of information about these modes (Preumont 1997). The AVC controller is tuned
optimally for the targeted rocking mode and might not add significant damping
to the higher-order modes. Hence, these higher-order modes put an upper bound
on the achievable bandwidth for motion control.

4.3.2 Active damping unit

The actuator and sensor of the AVC loop, possibly embedded in a mechanical
structure, are termed the Active Damping Unit (ADU). To achieve sufficient
damping, the ADU should fulfill the following requirements:

1. Rotational actuation.
Our objective is to add damping to the rotational vibration mode of the
plant. Hence the ADU should be designed such that it affects the rotation
of the end effector.

2. High stiffness.
Keeping the resonance frequency of the plant as high as possible benefits
the performance. Hence the addition of the ADU should preferably not
decrease the stiffness.

3. Actuated stroke proportional to the resonance amplitude.
It goes without saying that a good performance of the AVC loop depends,
among others, on the capabilities of its actuator. To prevent nonlinearity
caused by actuator saturation, the ADU should be designed such that its
stroke is proportional to the resonance amplitude. This requirement also
relates to the trade-off between the required stiffness, the available space
and the allowable stresses in the mechanics of the ADU when in operation.
The actuated rotation has been set to 0.70◦.

4. High controllability.
The maximum achievable damping depends on the controllability of the
resonance mode (Preumont 1997). So the ADU design should strive to
achieve a high controllability. A system is said to be controllable if its
controllability matrix, as defined by Kalman (1960) is full rank. For the
collocated active damping loop, the controllability of each vibration mode
is reflected in the distance between the corresponding pole and zero. By
choosing proper ratios between the stiffnesses in the ADU, the distance
between the pole and zero of the target mode can be maximized.

These requirements are translated in a mechanical design in what follows.
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Figure 4.5: The lumped model of the ADU.

The stiffness’s in the ADU can be modeled as two lumped stiffnesses; the
stack stiffness, ks, and the mechanism stiffness, kpl, which can be represented as
a stiffness parallel to the dynamic model of the stack, as shown in Figure 4.5. The
stack stiffness is a property of the actuator and sensor used. The mechanism
stiffness results from the hinges in the ADU2. These stiffnesses together with
the stiffness causing the rotational vibration mode (in this case the leaf spring),
determine the controllability of the AVC loop, which is a measure for the
maximum achievable active damping.

The transfer function of the active damping loop from the actuated angle to
the measured torque is given by:

PAV C(s) =
Tsens
φact

(s) = g · J s
2 + da s+ ka

J s2 + de s+ ke
(4.8)

where

g−1 = (kpl + k)
−1

+ k−1
s (4.9)

k−1
a = k−1

pl + k−1

k−1
e = (kpl + ks)

−1
+ k−1

d• = 2 ξ• J ω•

The poles of PAV C , ωeAV C
(4.10), represent the resonance mode of the plant. Thus

ωeAV C
= ωe. The resonance frequency of the subsystem constrained by the ADU

2kpl is typical for mechanisms containing piezo’s, as it can be used to apply a preload force to
avoid tensile forces on the piezos
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actuator and sensor is the antiresonance of the AVC loop (the zeros), ωaAV C (4.11)
(Miu 1994).

ωeAV C
=

√
ke/J (4.10)

ωaAV C
=

√
ka/J (4.11)

The larger the difference between ωe and ωaAV C , the more controllable the
resonance mode is and hence the higher the maximum achievable damping,
which, for a single mode, is equal to (Preumont 1997):

ξmax
i =

ωe,i − ωa,i

2ωa,i
(4.12)

The open-loop gain,Kol = g·KLIFF , for which ξmax
e,i can be obtained is (Preumont

1997):

Kξmax

ol = ωe,i

√
ωe,i

ωa,i
(4.13)

Equation (4.9) shows that by choosing a low value for kpl, it will become the
dominant parameter in the equation for ka. This results in a low ωaAV C and makes
ks and k together the dominant parameters that determine ωe. Therefore, kpl
should be chosen as small as possible w.r.t. k for a high controllability, and ks
should be as large as possible to avoid decreasing ωe. The requirements for the
ADU are kpl = 9 Nm/rad and ks = 80 Nm/rad, which should result in ωe = 62
rad/s and ωaAV C

= 25 rad/s, according to the dynamical model.
Note that ks < k, which means that the plant stiffness decreases considerably

due to the presence of the ADU, which contradicts requirements number 2. The
relatively low value of ks is because the ADU was designed for an earlier version
of the RMD which had a more compliant leaf spring, namely k = 50 Nm/rad.
Measurements on this realization of the RMD showed a higher antiresonance
frequency than expected, making the difference between the resonance and
antiresonance frequency of the first mode much smaller than intended by the
ADU design. One of the possible explanations was a higher kpl in the realized
ADU compared to the design, for instance due to thicker hinges. If so, the
controllability would increase by increasing k. Increasing k results in an increase
of both ke and ka (4.9), but to different extents. Consequently, ωe increases more
than ωa, yielding a higher controllability. So the original leaf spring was replaced
by the current one, for which k = 150 Nm/rad.

Replacing the leaf spring did not have the desired effect, and so it excluded
the investigated possibility as an explanation for the low controllability. Another
consequence of replacing the leaf spring is that the resulting increase of ωe

allows for a higher bandwidth, which is favorable in light of the high friction
in the RMD. So it was decided to keep the new leaf spring, but time constraints
prevented the redesign of the ADU to match ks and k as desired.
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Mechanical design of the ADU

On the basis of the deduced requirements for the ADU, a flexure mechanism
has been designed by Dr. ir. D. M. Brouwer and Imotec b.v. (Holterman 2010), in
which two piezo actuator-sensor stacks are embedded (see Appendix A for the
detailed design). An integrated preload adjustment screw assures that the piezo
is loaded compressively at all times. A three-dimensional view of this mechanism
is shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: 3D view of the Active Damping Unit.

This mechanism transforms the 20 µm translational motion of the piezo stacks
into a 0.70◦ rotation. To obtain the required transformation ratio, the stroke
of the piezo stacks should be amplified. This is realized by means of a range
amplification mechanism (elliptic shell) as shown in Figure 4.7 (Holterman &
Groen 2012). The resulting stroke amplification, gshell, (calculated in Appendix A)
is 6.9.

The transformation of the amplified translational stroke to rotation is per-
formed by a main flexure. The main flexure hinge consists of two leaf springs,
as shown in Figure 4.6. The intersection of the leaf springs creates an instant
center of rotation, creating a compliant degree of freedom around the z-axis. The
other five degrees of freedom are stiffly supported. In terms of stiffness, these leaf
springs act in parallel. Hinges 2 and 3 are mainly loaded axially, and therefore
these can conveniently be designed as notch hinges. The longitudinal stiffness of
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Figure 4.7: Drawing top view of the Active Damping Unit.
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the notch hinges and the stiffness in x-direction of the main flexure are several
orders higher than stiffness of the stack and hence can be disregarded. So ks is
mostly determined by stack stiffness. The stackstiffness of two stacks is calculated
to be 98.5 Nm/rad.

A FEM model however showed a stroke amplification factor of gshell = 6.3
and a stiffness of ks = 82 Nm/rad. The difference is caused by the parasitic
stiffnesses in the FEM model which add extra compliance.

The combined rotational stiffness of the flexure mechanism kpl, without
piezo’s and piezo amplification mechanism is a combination of the stiffness of
the main flexure, and notch hinges 2 and 3. With the dimensions listed in
Appendix A, kpl becomes 9.2 Nm/rad. Table 4.2 shows an overview of the
relevant parameters of the ADU.

Table 4.2: The parameters of the ADU.

Parameter Value Unit
kpl 9.2 Nm/rad
ks 82 Nm/rad

gshell 6.3 -
rADU 6.5 e -3 m

To protect the flexure from overloading by the actuators, a compliant bumper
is introduced, as depicted in Figure 4.7. When the rotation exceeds the allowable
value, gap 1 is reduced to zero and the compliant bumper is collided with. The
stiffness of this bumper is ten times the rotational stiffness of the flexure. This way
the collision forces are limited. After running through gap 2 a second bumper
with large stiffness stops the rotational motion entirely.

ADU in RMD

ADU

Figure 4.8: Schematic top view of the ADU in RMD.

Figure 4.8 shows a schematic representation of Figure 4.2. The torque between
the leaf spring and the bar is measured in the form of two equal linear forces
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in opposite directions, by the piezo force sensors; Fsens1 = −Fsens2. The
transformation ratio between the measured force and the corresponding torque
is rADU . The differential actuation of piezoelectric actuators results in the desired
angle, φact, determined by the active damping controller.

Asens and Aact (see Figure 4.9) incorporate the transformation ratios rsens
and ract. These ratios transform the CAV C input and output signals between the
rotational and translational domain, the electrical and mechanical domain, and
the modal and local plant coordinates;

Asens = rsens ·
[
1 −1

]T
Tsens = Asens

[
Fsens1 Fsens2

]T
Aact = ract ·

[
1 −1

][
xact1 xact2

]T
= Aact φact (4.14)

The ADU is controlled under the assumption that the structure is symmetrical,
which means that the transfer functions between the two actuators and sensors
are equal. Measurements show that this is indeed the case for the realized ADU.

The finite element model of the ADU mechanics predicts ωaAV C
= 42 rad/s.

This means that the stiffnesses in the ADU that form the lumped parameter kpl
in the dynamical model, are not as anticipated. An explanation could be that
modeling the elliptic shell as a linear stiffness (and stroke amplifier) does not
give a competent description of its dynamics.

The measurements show a resonance mode at ωe = 62 rad/s as expected
from the plant parameters. However, the measured antiresonance frequency of
ωaAV C

= 55 rad/s is much higher than predicted by both the dynamical model
and the finite element model of the RMD including the ADU. The reason for this
significant discrepancy has not been found yet3.

The combination of the measured ωe and ωaAV C
leads to ξmax = 0.06, which is

significant in terms of motion loop stability, but is quite low in terms of achieving
a well-damped transient response.

Furthermore, the measured transfer function shows a 1st-order low-pass filter
Hflt (see Figure 4.10), with a cut-off frequency of around ω = 170 rad/s in the
actuator amplifier that is currently available in our laboratory. This filter limits
the active damping of the higher-order modes.
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Figure 4.9: AVC loop including static response compensation.

4.3.3 Static response compensation

To increase the controllability of the AVC loop, Static Response Compensation
(SRC) can be performed. SRC will shift the antiresonance frequency of the
vibration mode towards the origin, by accumulating an inverse stiffness to the
plant’s response in a parallel path, termed the compensation path, as shown
in Figure 4.9. This is basically the same idea as ‘feedthrough compensation’
presented by Holterman & de Vries (2004) and implemented among others
by Aphale et al. (2007).

The gain of the compensation path, gSRC , should ideally be equal to the
static response level (low-frequency gain) to obtain the maximum achievable
controllability.

gSRC = ĝ · k̂a/k̂e static response level estimation
gSRC,idl = g · ka/ke ideal situation (4.15)

3For further analysis, measurements directly on the flexure mechanism and piezo stacks should
be performed. However, the mechanism is not accessible anymore due to metal sheets glued both on
top and bottom, connecting the rotational fixed worlds, and the piezos are in turn glued to the flexure
mechanism.
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An inverse stiffness increasing beyond the static response level of the AVC loop
moves the zeros belonging to the antiresonance along the real axis of the s-plane
to infinity, after which they come back on the imaginary axis. The latter situation
is also referred to as ‘pole-zero flipping’ (Preumont 1997). Thus gSRC > gSRC,idl

endangers the stability of the AVC loop.
Starting from (4.8), the compensated AVC loop transfer function can be

deduced as follows:

P ′
AV C(s) = PAV C(s)− gSRC (4.16)

= g · J s
2 + da s+ ka

J s2 + de s+ ke
− ĝ · k̂a

k̂e

=

(
g − ĝ k̂a

k̂e

)
J s2 +

(
gda − ĝ k̂a

k̂e
de

)
s+

(
gka − ĝ k̂a

k̂e
ke

)
J s2 + de s+ ke

Assuming gSRC = rc · gSRC,idl with 0 ≤ rc ≤ 1 :

P ′
AV C(s) = g ·

(
1− rc

ka

ke

)
J s2 +

(
da − rc

ka

ke
de

)
s+ (1− rc) ka

J s2 + de s+ ke

The transfer function of P ′
AV C shows that if de > da · ke/ka, SRC can result in

non-minimum phase zeros. In addition, the fact that the non-linear behavior of
piezo (hysteresis) is compensated by a linear stiffness can lead to non-minimum
phase zeros.

The compensation path should also contain an estimate of the additional
dynamics in the frequency region of interest, in this case the low-pass filter Ĥflt.

The measured Frequency Response Function (FRF) of the compensated loop,
from the output of CAV C (indicated by ϕact in Figure 4.9) to TSRC , is depicted
in Figure 4.10 for various values of rc. The phase plot shows that the zeros of
the AVC loop not only shift towards the origin as rc increases, they also exhibit
non-minimum phase behavior. This could be caused by the non-linearity of the
piezo elements, as well as the fact that ξe ≈ 0.04 and ξa ≈ 0.02, thus ξe > ξa (ξ
relates to d according to (4.9)). The consequence of non-minimum phase zeros
is that for an increasing KLIFF , depending on the location of AVC zeros, either
the resonance poles, or the AVC poles, first approach the imaginary axis, and for
even higher values of KLIFF eventually enter the right half-plane and become
unstable. Nonetheless, this is not expected to jeopardize the stability of the AVC
loop, since the open-loop gain of the AVC loop should be tuned such that Kol ≤
Kξmax

ol . The maximum achievable active damping however, will decrease slightly
by the shift of the zeros to the right half of the complex plane.

Because of the non-minimum phase zeros of the AVC loop and the presence
of the low-pass filter, the rules for the achieving maximum damping, (4.12) and
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Figure 4.10: The measured bode plot of the open AVC loop, without SRC (light
gray), and the resulting bode plots after SRC for various ratios of gSRC . The
shown ratios are, from light gray to black: 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.

(4.13), are not exact anymore. The gain of the AVC loop can be tuned using
the measured open-loop transfer function shown in Figure 4.10, and the optimal
KLIFF can be chosen using the closed-loop transfer function.

4.4 Measurements

Figure 4.11 shows the frequency response functions from rAV C to TSRC (see
Figure 4.9) for both open and closed AVC loop. Figure 4.12 shows the same for
the transfer function from rAV C to Tsens, which is the not compensated transfer
functions of the AVC loop. The value of KLIFF is first estimated using the
measured FRF of the open AVC loop after SRC, as shown in Figure 4.10 (ratio
of gSRC is equal to one). Then, the estimated KLIFF is tuned on the basis of
the closed-loop FRF, and time measurements, using the magnetic position sensor.
The increased damping of the resonance mode is clearly visible in both plots by
the flattened resonance peak. Using the magnification-factor method (de Silva
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Figure 4.11: The measured bode plot of AVC loop, from rAV C to TSRC , with SRC,
gray: open loop, black: closed loop; KLIFF = 30.
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Figure 4.12: The measured bode plot of AVC loop, from rAV C to Tsens, with SRC,
gray: open loop, black: closed loop; KLIFF = 30.
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2000) and curve fitting, the increased modal damping is estimated to be ξe = 0.2.
By tuning both the SRC parameters and KLIFF , the achieved active damping
could be further increased. The SRC gain can be used for varying the location of
the zeros belonging to the AVC loop (tuning the real part versus the imaginary
part). By adjusting KLIFF at the same time, the achieved damping could be
maximized. However, striving for the maximum possible damping decreases the
stability robustness of the AVC loop, due to the presence of the non-minimum
phase zeros.
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Figure 4.13: Position measurement, xxsens (m) v.s. time (s), ωc = 20 rad/s, gray:
no AVC, black: with AVC, KLIFF = 30. The motion profile starts 2 seconds after
an open-loop homing. The dashed lines show the set-points that the third-order
motion profile is designed to reach.

The resulting performance improvement can be seen from the measured
position at the tip of the bar xxsens, in Figure 4.13. This figure shows the reduction
of the settling time resulting from the implemented active damping. Both
measurements (with and without AVC) are performed after a homing procedure.
The homing procedure is open loop, which results in different starting position
of the end effector for each measurement; xenc(0) ≈ 0.09 m. The motion profile
starts after 2 seconds. The enlarged post-transition position measurements are
shown on the right. In the top zoomed-in plot, the effect of (static) friction
on the performance is clearly visible. Although the effect of friction is the
main performance-limiting factor in this case, the improvement in the transient
response resulting from active damping is evident from these measurements.
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4.5 Conclusions

Collocated active damping has been implemented in a test setup suffering from
a rotational vibration mode. As a result of the implemented active damping, the
relative damping of the rotational vibration mode of the setup was increased by a
factor five. The beneficial effect of the increased damping is clearly visible in the
position of the end effector.

The controllability of the rotational vibration mode with the current active
damping unit is low. To apply sufficient damping, the controllability has been
increased by compensating the static term of the loop transfer. This compensation
leads to non-minimum phase zeros, decreasing the stability robustness of the
active damping loop. However, it enables a relative damping that is three times
higher than the theoretical maximum achievable damping without compensa-
tion.

The physical damping that is present in the test setup is already high enough,
such that the bandwidth limitation of low damping does not apply.
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Chapter 5

Off-axis Modal Active Vibration
Control

Abstract - Collocated Active Vibration Control (AVC) is an effective and robustly
stable way of adding damping to the performance limiting vibrations of a
plant. Although the active damping unit containing the collocated actuator and
sensor belonging to the AVC loop is designed to enable modal active damping,
parameter variations can result in a mismatch between the active damping axis
and the vibration axis. This chapter presents a model-based evaluation of the
interaction between the AVC and the plant. The effect of the deviation between
the active damping axis and the vibration axis on the dynamics of the end effector
is shown in simulation.

This chapter is a major revision of (Babakhani, de Vries & van Amerongen 2012c);
“Off-axis modal active vibration control of roational vibrations”
B. Babakhani and T. J. A. de Vries and J. van Amerongen
Proceedings of the IEEE/ASME International Conference on Advanced Intelligent
Mechatronics, Taiwan, July 11-14, 2012.

73
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payload

end effector

linear motor
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B

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of a motion system fitted with a linear
drive. The simplified version, shown on the right side, is used in this chapter
to represent the plant.

5.1 Introduction

Vibrations of industrial machines can be considered an important performance
limiting factor. These inevitable dynamics are caused by compliances and masses
in the machine. The effect of vibrations can be minimized by increasing the
damping. This can be realized when designing the mechanical structure of
the machine (Rivin 1999) or by adding passive damping (mechanical) (Mead
1998). When these measures turn out to be insufficient or costly, active means
can be implemented to inject damping in the vibration modes (thus, adding
a mechatronic damper). Collocated active damping in combination with an
energetically passive controller is a suitable option, mainly because of its inherent
robustness w.r.t. stability (Preumont 1997). For this, a collocated actuator and
sensor pair have to be added to the plant.

The mechanism incorporating this collocated pair, termed Active Damping
Unit (ADU), is designed on the basis of the vibration problem at hand. Both
the ‘shape’ and the frequency of the vibrational mode(s) are considered when
designing the degree(s) of freedom of such mechanisms. However, in practice
the vibration axis can change, for instance due to parameter variations in time
or load variations during operation. This will result in a deviation between the
vibration axis, and the axis of active vibration control, which we term as ‘off-axis’
vibration control.

In this chapter, the effect of off-axis active vibration control on the plant
dynamics and the achieved damping is treated. The studied case is a motion
system fitted with a linear drive. Such machines, also called “flexible guidance”
class of plants, generally suffer from rotational vibrations around their guide-
way (Coelingh et al. 2002, Babakhani & de Vries 2010a) (see Figure 5.1). Using the
model of such a plant, the effect of active damping for both off-axis and direct
modal control is discussed.
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Figure 5.2: Modal decomposition of the transfer function (5.1) in bond graph
representation.

In Section 5.2, a model of the plant considered here is given in modal terms
(see Section 2.2), which includes the rigid body mode of the plant and one
rotational vibration mode (the dominant mode). Modeling in modal coordinates
is chosen, because then the system can be described by a set of decoupled
differential equations.

Though a modal control algorithm is chosen for Active Vibration Control
(AVC), ADU is described more conveniently in terms of Euclidean coordinates.
Hence, to model the interaction between the plant and the ADU, another
modeling method has been used, which is based on the screw theory (see Ball
1900). The principles of this method are explained in Section 5.3.1. Next, the 3D
model of the plant is presented in Section 5.3.2.

Section 5.4 deals with active damping. The model of the ADU and its effect
on the end-effector position of the payload are discussed in Section 5.4.2. This is
done on the basis of the ADU location w.r.t. the compliance present in the plant.
The obtained models are represented in bond graphs. The reader is referred
to Karnopp et al. (2006) and Breedveld (1985) for more information on bond
graphs and multibond graphs. Section 5.5 presents the simulation results. The
conclusions can be found in Section 5.6.

5.2 Modal model of vibrations

A modal model of the plant in modal terms is assumed to be given by 2.9, which
is repeated here for convenience:

xk
Fx,j

(s) =
n∑

i=1

ϕij ϕik
mm,i (s)2 + km,i

(5.1)
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Figure 5.3: The bond graph representation of a 1D modal model of the flexible
guidance.

Here, mm,i and km,i respectively represent modal mass and stiffness of the i-th
mode. Furthermore, the resonance frequency of the i-th vibration mode, ωe,i, is
given by:

ωe,i =

√
km,i

mm,i
(5.2)

The bond graph of this modal model is shown in Figure 5.2. Here, I
and C represent the modal inertia and modal compliance respectively. The
elements of the mode-shape vectors are modeled as transformation ratios of the
transformers, TF, the 1-junctions represent the common flow (generalized and
modal velocities) nodes and the 0-junctions stand for common effort (generalized
and modal forces) nodes. A one-dimensional (1D) model of the flexible guidance
incorporating the rigid body mode, i = 0 (km,0 = 0), and one vibration mode,
i = 1, was presented in Section 2.5 in terms of effective modal parameter (2.25),
which is repeated here for convenience (damping has been omitted).

x

Fx
(s) =

1

m s2
+

aF ax
J s2 + k

=
1 + α

m s2
· s

2 + ω2
a

s2 + ω2
e

(5.3)

The bond graph representation of this model can be composed using Figure 5.2.
The resulting model is depicted in Figure 5.3, which can also be found in (Coel-
ingh et al. 2002).

5.3 3D dynamical model of the plant

In this section, the effect of the modeled rotational vibration mode on the 3D
dynamics of the end effector is included in the model. The dynamics of the
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plant are modeled in modal coordinates (see Section 5.2). Interaction with the
ADU is modeled using the screw theory. The advantage of this approach is that
geometrical properties of the plant can be used to easily derive the transformation
ratios that determine the dynamics of the system. The basics of these methods are
explained in what follows. The link to the modal model (2.8), is shown by means
of a few examples. The theory used in this section is based on (Stramigioli &
Bruyninckx 2001) and (Visser et al. 2009).

5.3.1 Rigid-body motion

Though the payload is typically not completely (or infinitely) rigid, its dynamics
can usually be disregarded compared to the effect of the compliance in the
guideway, which causes relatively low-frequency vibrations of the payload.

The screw theory states that the motion of a rigid body can be described as a
rotation around an axis and a translation parallel to that same axis, the so-called
screw (Ball 1900).

Each body is defined to have its own body-fixed coordinate frame Ψ, ex-
pressed in the Cartesian coordinates x, y and z. The twist vector, T (5.4), gives
a coordinate-free representation of the velocity of a body, which consists of
rotational (ω) and linear (v) velocities1. T k,j

i is the geometrical velocity of the
body fixed to Ψi w.r.t. Ψj , expressed in Ψk.

T k,j
i =

[
ω v

]T
=
[
ωx ωy ωz vx vy vz

]T (5.4)

The force and torque vectors acting on a body form the wrench vector, W .
W i (5.5) is a wrench expressed in Ψi.

W i = [ τ F ]

=
[
τx τy τz Fx Fy Fz

] (5.5)

The coordinate transformation from Ψi to Ψj is defined by the homogeneous
matrix Hj

i :

Hj
i =

[
Rj

i pji
OT

3 1

]
(5.6)

where pji represents the coordinates of the vector from oΨj (the origin of Ψj) to oΨi

(the origin of Ψi), expressed in Ψj . Rj
i is a 3 × 3-matrix describing the rotational

1Note that when comparing T with ẋ(t) (see Section 5.2), the rotational velocity, ω, is the same
as the angular velocity of the body, but the linear velocity, v, is a projection of the translational and
angular velocity of the object, passing through the origin of the frame in which the twist is expressed.
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transformation from Ψi to Ψj . Furthermore,

Hi
j =

(
Hj

i

)−1

(5.7)

and
H0

n = H0
1H

1
2 · · ·Hn−1

n (5.8)

The coordinate transformation of an arbitrary point in Ψi, P i =
[
x y z

]T , to
Ψj is performed by: [

P j

1

]
= Hj

i

[
P i

1

]
(5.9)

and the following holds for the twist and wrench vectors:

T j,∗
∗ = AdHj

i
T i,∗
∗ (5.10)

(
W i
)T

= AdT
Hj

i

(
W j
)T

(5.11)

where the Adjoint of Hj
i is given by:

AdHj
i
=

[
Rj

i 0

p̃jiR
j
i Rj

i

]
(5.12)

P̃ denotes the skew symmetric matrix of P , which is defined by:

P̃ =

 0 −z y
z 0 −x
−y x 0

 (5.13)

5.3.2 The plant model using the screw theory

In this section, the relevant parameters describing the interaction between the
plant and the ADU, together with the mode-shape vectors relating the modeled
vibration mode to the end-effector position, are deduced using the screw theory.

Figure 5.4 depicts the first rotational vibration mode of the plant. The payload,
B, is connected to the fixed world by a compliant body, the guideway, shown
with a rotational-spring icon. The guideway can be modeled as a modal stiffness,
k. The fixed world is symbolized by the global coordinate frame Ψ0. Also the
assumed axis of rotation (the z-axis of ΨD) is shown. For ease of explanation, let’s
assume that the z-axis of ΨD is parallel to the z-axis of Ψ0. Since the ADU only
interacts with the end effector (which means that its dynamics are analyzed only
w.r.t. Ψm and not Ψ0), this assumption does not affect the analysis. The z-axis
of the coordinate frame of the payload, Ψm, is aligned with the modal axis. The
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Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of the plant (B) vibrating around its modal
axis (skew dashed line) due to the compliant guideway, shown symbolically by a
rotational-spring icon. Also shown in this picture are the global coordinate frame
(fixed world) Ψ0, the body coordinate frame Ψm, the z-axis of which is aligned
with the modal axis, and the axis around which the active damping is applied,
which is the z-axis of ΨD. The end effector is indicated by Pe.
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z

z
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z

Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of the plant (B) vibrating around its modal
axis (skew dashed line). Shown in this picture are the coordinates of both the
modal axis (xa, ya and za) and end effector (xe, ye and ze), and the angles (ϑ and
θ) by which Ψm and ΨD are rotated with respect to each other. The z-axes of Ψ0

and ΨD are parallel to each other.
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modal axis, around which the payload ‘B’ vibrates (the z-axis of Ψm), is rotated
w.r.t. the assumed axis of rotation by an angle ϑ around the x-axis and an angle
θ around the y-axis, as shown in Figure 5.5. For convenience and without loss of
generality, we assume that there is no fixed rotation around the z-axis between
ΨD and Ψ0 and that oΨD and oΨm are not translated with respect to each other.
If such rotation and transformations do apply, they can easily be included in the
model by multiplying the corresponding H-matrices with the current Hm

0 .
The transformation matrix Hm

0 describes the transformation from Ψ0 to Ψm.
The parameters used in Hm

0 are shown in Figure 5.5. Hm
0 consists of a translation

from oΨ0 to oΨm , rotations by the two fixed angles ϑ and θ (as described by Bos
(1986)) and the dynamic rotation, φ(t), around the z-axis (a joint in the z-
direction) due to the vibrations of the payload.

Hm
0 = Hm

D ·HD
0

HD
0 =


1 0 0 xa
0 1 0 ya
0 0 1 za
0 0 0 1


Hm

D = Hm
D (φ(t)) ·Hm

D (θ) ·Hm
D (ϑ)

Hm
D (ϑ) =


1 0 0 0
0 cos(ϑ) − sin(ϑ) 0
0 sin(ϑ) cos(ϑ) 0
0 0 0 1



Hm
D (θ) =


cos(θ) 0 sin(θ) 0

0 1 0 0
− sin(θ) 0 cos(θ) 0

0 0 0 1



Hm
D (φ(t)) =


cos(φ(t)) 0 − sin(φ(t)) 0
sin(φ(t)) 0 cos(φ(t)) 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1



(5.14)

Using Hm
0 , the force on the payload, expressed in Ψ0, W 0, can be transformed

to Ψm according to (5.11), in order to find the resulting torque around the modal
axis. Let’s define pma as the vector from the modal axis to the linear motor,
expressed in the coordinates of Ψm as shown in Figure 5.4:

pma =
[
xa ya za

]T (5.15)

where za is irrelevant when the rotation around the z-axis is considered. τaz
and the transformation ratio from the actuator to the angular velocity of the first
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vibration mode, a−1
F –which in fact stems from the mode-shape vector– are:

W 0 =
[
0 0 0 F 0

x 0 0
]

(5.16)

(Wm)
T

= AdTH0
m

(
W 0
)T

(5.17)

=
[
(τm)

T
(Fm

x )
T
]T

(5.18)

Assuming the end-effector vibrations to be small motions around an equilibrium,
the torque around the modal axis resulting from the linear actuation, τaz , can be
determined by:

τa = pma × Fm
x = p̃ma F

m
x

= [−ya sin(θ) za cos(θ) + xa sin(θ) − ya cos(θ)]
T
F 0
x

⇒ τaz = (−ya cos(θ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
aF

F 0
x

The twist of a body w.r.t. a certain frame is the same for any arbitrary point on
the rigid body. Hence:

Tm,0
e = Tm,0

∗ (5.19)

The linear velocity of a certain point on the rigid body i, expressed in Ψ0 (fixed
world), can be determined using (5.20).[

ṗ0∗
0

]
= Ḣ0

i

[
pi∗ 1

]T (5.20)

= H0
i T̃

i,0
i

[
pi∗ 1

]T
=

[
R0

i p0i
0 1

] [
ω̃i,0
i vi,0i

0 0

] [
pi∗
1

]
So for the linear velocity of Pe expressed in Ψ0, the following holds:

pme =
[
xe ye ze

]T (5.21)

ṗ0e =
[
−R0

mp̃
m
e R0

m

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
As

Tm,0
m (5.22)

Assuming small φ(t):

sin(φ(t)) = 0 (5.23)
cos(φ(t)) = 1

the elements of matrix As (5.22) are2:

As =
[
As,ωx As,ωy As,ωz As,v

]
(5.24)

2The elements of As including the term φ(t) have not been shown because of their length.
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Figure 5.6: Model of the plant including the interaction between the ADU and the
end effector. The resulting dynamics from off-axis active damping in the degrees
of freedom other than the modal axis are imposed by the ADU actuator(s). Hence,
modeling the inertias of the payload around these axes is redundant.

As,ωx =

 −ye sin(θ)
ye cos(θ) sin(ϑ)− ze cos(ϑ)
ye cos(θ) cos(ϑ) + ze sin(ϑ)

 (5.25)

As,ωy =

 ze cos(θ) + xe sin(θ)
−xe cos(θ) sin(ϑ) + ze sin(θ) sin(ϑ)
ze sin(θ) cos(ϑ)− xe cos(θ) cos(ϑ)

 (5.26)

As,ωz
=

 −ye cos(θ)
xe cos(ϑ)− ye sin(θ) sin(ϑ)
−xe sin(ϑ)− ye sin(θ) cos(ϑ)

 (5.27)

As,v =

 cos(θ) 0 − sin(θ)
sin(θ) sin(ϑ) cos(ϑ) cos(θ) sin(ϑ)
sin(θ) cos(ϑ) − sin(ϑ) cos(θ) cos(ϑ)

 (5.28)

For reference, the model of the plant including the ADU, shown in Figure 5.6
can be used, where:

Asd =
[
As,ωx As,ωy As,v

]
(5.29)
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Figure 5.7: Schematic overview of the ADU.

ADU

Figure 5.8: The twist relations for modal AVC; ΨD = Ψm.

5.4 Active damping

To suppress the performance limiting vibrations of the payload, active damping
can be applied. This can be done by implementing an active vibration controller.
In this section, the AVC and its effect on the plant dynamics are described.

The computations below are done assuming that the ADU is rigid in all
directions, but in the direction in which it should apply active damping (in this
case around the z-axis). However, this is practically impossible to realize. The
influence of the compliances of the ADU should be reduced to values much lower
than the compliance in the plant causing the vibrations. In addition, both ϑ and
θ should be relatively small to prevent overloading the ADU in directions other
than its own degree of freedom.

5.4.1 Active vibration controller

For modal AVC, the Integral Force Feedback (IFF) (5.30) algorithm can be used,
which behaves like a viscous damper, dAV C = K−1

IFF (Preumont & Achkire 1997).

C(s) = KIFF /s (5.30)

The resulting twist due to the actuator(s) of the AVC (see Figure 5.7) is given
by (5.31), which is a rotation around what is assumed to be the modal axis of the
plant (the z-axis of ΨD).

TD,0
D =

[
0 0 ωD,0

zd
0 0 0

]T (5.31)
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ADU
MTF :

Figure 5.9: The twist relations for off-axis modal AVC; ΨD ̸= Ψm.
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Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of the plant (B) in combination with the
ADU; on the left side the ADU is fixed to the end effector and operates around
ΨDe, on the right side the ADU is fixed to the fixed world and operates around
ΨDf . The z-axes of ΨDe and Ψ0 are only parallel to each other in absence of
vibrations. The z-axes of ΨDf and Ψ0 remain parallel at all time.

5.4.2 ADU and end effector interaction

In case of modal damping, the ADU operates around the same axis as the modal
axis of the plant, so TD,0

D = Tm,0
D (see Figure 5.8). However, when the two axes

are rotated w.r.t. each other, TD,0
D does not only affect the rotation around the

modal axis. This effect is modeled by including a transformation between TD,0
D

and Tm,0
D as shown in Figure 5.9.

The collocated actuator(s) and sensor(s) for the AVC, which measure the
torque and actuate a rotation around the z-axis of ΨD, are embedded in an ADU
and applied to the plant. The ADU can be fixed to the end effector, which is
assumed to be rigid (shown on the left side of Figure 5.10), or fixed in a way
that a compliant body is in between the ADU and the end effector (shown on the
right side of Figure 5.10). This compliant body can for instance be the guideway
causing the rotational vibration mode.

ADU between the physical compliance and the payload

When mounted on the end effector, the ADU becomes an integrated part of the
payload. As a whole, the inertia of the payload is dominant (the ADU is generally
smaller) and the guideway is unchanged. The combination of the ADU and the
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end effector thus rotates around practically the same axis as the end effector
without an ADU. The operational axis of the ADU (the z-axis of ΨDe) remains
fixed with respect to Ψm, as shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. The active-
damping axis is hence different that what is assumed in (Babakhani, de Vries &
van Amerongen 2012c). This difference changes the outcome of the analysis that
follows, from the results in (Babakhani, de Vries & van Amerongen 2012c). The
z-axes of ΨDe and Ψ0 are only parallel to each other when the payload does not
vibrate.

Hm
De = Hm

D (θ) ·Hm
D (ϑ) (5.32)

Tm,0
De = AdHm

De
TD,0
D (5.33)

=


sin(θ) cos(ϑ)
− sin(ϑ)

cos(θ) cos(ϑ)
0
0
0

ω
D,0
zd

ADU between the fixed world and the physical compliance

When fitted between the fixed world and the physical compliance, the ADU axis
(the z-axis of ΨDf ) is, and remains parallel to the z-axis of the fixed world (The
z-axes of ΨDf and Ψ0 are parallel).

Hm
Df = Hm

D (φ(t)) ·Hm
D (θ) ·Hm

D (ϑ) (5.34)

B

zz

B
x y

z

z

Figure 5.11: Schematic representation of the plant (B), its coordinate frame Ψm

and the active damping frames belonging to the ADU, fixed to the fixed world
ΨDf or to the end effector ΨDe. The ADU frames are rotated by the angles ϑ and
θ. When B rotates around its modal axis, ΨDf remains fixed w.r.t. Ψ0 while ΨDe

remains fixed w.r.t. Ψm.
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Tm,0
Df = AdHm

Df
TD,0
D (5.35)

=


sin(φ(t)) sin(ϑ) + cos(φ(t)) sin(θ) cos(ϑ)

− cos(φ(t)) sin(ϑ)− sin(φ(t)) sin(θ) cos(ϑ)
cos(θ) cos(ϑ)

0
0
0

ω
D,0
zd

Assuming small φ(t), Hm
De ≈ Hm

Df . This means that there is not a significant
difference between the two different assembly locations for the ADU. It should be
noted that other factors, such as tilt between the ADU and the end effector, might
still make it preferable to mount the ADU as close as possible to the performance
metric. These factors however are not investigated here.

The effect on modal damping

Due to the transformation on TD,0
D , stemming from the misalignment of the

assumed and the real axis of vibration, the rotation imposed by the AVC, ωD,0
zd

,
results in a factor cos(ϑ) cos(θ) smaller rotation of the payload. The open-loop
transfer function of the AVC loop is given by:

Hol(s) =
τz
ωzd

=
cos2(ϑ) cos2(θ)k s

s2 + ω2
e,1

(5.36)

This results in the closed-loop transfer function:

Hcl(s) =
τz
rτ

=
cos2(ϑ) cos2(θ) KIFF k s

s2 + cos2(ϑ) cos2(θ) KIFF k s+ ω2
e,1

(5.37)

thus a damping term of:

dm,1 = cos2(ϑ) cos2(θ) KIFF k (5.38)

So, the smaller the deviation between the modal axis and the active damping axis
(small θ and ϑ), the higher the achieved modal damping, as can be expected. In
addition, the actuation by the AVC induces rotations around both the x and the y
axes of Ψm, which is in general undesired.

For comparison, when the active-damping axis and the modal axis are
aligned, θ = ϑ = 0, the damping injection by the AVC is optimal, and more
importantly, the ADU does not cause any undesired rotations around the x and
the y axes. This is also evident from the closed-loop transfer function (5.40).

Hol(s) =
τz
ωzd

=
k s

s2 + ω2
e,1

(5.39)
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Hcl(s) =
τz
rτ

=
KIFF k s

s2 +KIFF k s+ ω2
e,1

(5.40)

Hence, the resulting modal damping is:

dm,1 = KIFF k (5.41)

Equation (5.38) implies that if ϑ and θ have constant values, the damping term of
the off-axis AVC (5.38) can be increased to the value of (5.41) by increasing KIFF .
However, the decrease of the achieved damping in case of off-axis vibration
control is in practice inevitable due to the resulting decreased controllability of
the vibration mode. This can be shown by including kpl (see Section 3.3.1). The
open-loop transfer function of the AVC loop becomes:

Hol(s) =
τz
ωzd

=
(
kpl + cos2(ϑ) cos2(θ) k

) s2 + kpl k
J(kpl+cos2(ϑ) cos2(θ) k)

s2 + ω2
e,1

(5.42)

So, the antiresonance frequency is equal to:

ωa,1 =
kpl k

J (kpl + cos2(ϑ) cos2(θ) k)
(5.43)

The larger the values of ϑ and θ, the smaller cos2(ϑ) cos2(θ), and hence the
higher the antiresonance frequency of the AVC loop (See (3.8) for comparison).
An increase of the antiresonance frequency decreases the difference between
the resonance and antiresonance frequencies, which decreases the maximum
achievable damping (4.12).

5.5 Simulations

The results of the previous section are evaluated here in simulation. Two sets
of parameters have been used. One simulation is performed assuming that the
modal axis is rotated w.r.t. the z-axis of Ψ0 (Figure 5.12). The other simulation is
performed assuming the modal axis to be parallel to the z-axis of Ψ0 (Figure 5.13).
In both cases, the active damping axis is assumed to be rotated w.r.t. the modal
axis by the angles ϑD and θD. The other parameters of the model used for
simulations (see Figure 5.6), are listed in Table 5.1. The off-axis AVC is simulated
for both locations of the ADU, as shown in Figure 5.10. However, the difference
is not visible in the plots, as expected.

The dashed gray lines in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the linear velocity
of the end effector, expressed in Ψ0, on application of a force, Fx, in the x-direction
in Ψ0, without AVC. The oscillatory behavior due to the rotational vibration mode
is clearly visible, especially in the x-direction.
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Figure 5.12: ṗ0e (m/s) of the plant v.s. time (s) in x (Vx), y (Vy), and z (Vz) direction.
ϑ = −7◦ and θ = 5◦; gray dashed line: without AVC, black: modal AVC with
ΨD = Ψm, gray solid line: off-axis AVC.
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Figure 5.13: ṗ0e (m/s) of the plant v.s. time (s) in x (Vx), y (Vy), and z (Vz) direction.
ϑ = θ = 0; gray dashed line: without AVC, black line: modal AVC with ΨD =
Ψm, gray solid line: off-axis AVC.
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Table 5.1: Parameters of the model used for simulations.

Parameter Value Unit
m 1.5 kg
k 2.5e3 Nm/rad
J 0.5 kgm2/rad
θD 4 ◦

ϑD −3 ◦

KIFF 0.015
xe 0.8 cm
ye 11 cm
ze −6 cm
xa 0.5 cm
ya 5.5 cm

The black solid lines show the dynamics of the end effector after applying
AVC around the same axis as the vibrations axis; ΨD = Ψm. The plots show that
AVC improves the dynamics of the end effector considerably.

The solid gray lines show the effect of off-axis AVC. Both simulations show
that the dynamics of the end effector have changed compared to when ΨD =
Ψm (black line). Although the performance is improved compared to the
undamped plant dynamics (dashed lines), there is a clear difference between the
performance of the off-axis AVC and the ideal situation (black line). In terms of
achieved damping, the difference is barely visible.

Figure 5.12 shows a situation in which the performance in the y-direction is
worsened, whereas the performance in the z-direction is improved as a result of
the deviation between the damping axis and the modal axis. Figure 5.13 shows
a configuration for which the performance in both y-direction and z-direction
worsen. Figure 5.13 shows that the off-axis AVC introduces dynamics in the z-
direction that were not present without off-axis AVC.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, the interaction between the active damping unit and a plant
suffering from rotational vibrations was given in a 3D setting. This interaction
was modeled using the principles of both modal modeling and the screw theory.
Using the transformation matrices, it was shown that the location of the active
damping unit with respect to the physical compliance in the plant does not have
a significant effect on the achieved active damping. The analysis of off-axis
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active vibration control showed that the achievable damping decreases due to the
deviation of the damping axis from the vibration axis. This decrease is however
not significant for small angles. Off-axis AVC induces dynamics that depending
on the specific configuration of the plant, could worsen the performance. The
results were verified be means of simulation.



Chapter 6

Loss of Collocation

Abstract - Adding active damping in a collocated fashion to a badly damped
mechanical plant guarantees the stability of the closed-loop system. However,
collocation is lost beyond a certain frequency due to restrictions imposed by
practical implementation. In this chapter, the effect of the first noncollocated
vibration mode in the active damping loop is analyzed on the basis of its most
relevant parameters. The results are summarized in two figures that provide
guidelines for both designing an active damper unit and tuning its controller.

This chapter is a revised version of (Babakhani, de Vries & van Amerongen
2012b);
“Design Guidelines concerning the Destabilizing High-frequency Mode of an Integral
Force Feedback-based Active Damping Unit”
B. Babakhani and T. J. A. de Vries and J. van Amerongen
Proceedings of the IEEE/ASME International Conference on Advanced Intelligent
Mechatronics, Taiwan, July 11-14, 2012.
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6.1 Introduction

Industrial machines generally suffer from loss of performance due to badly
damped resonances in the mechanical structure. When passive measures are
not sufficient or cannot be realized, active methods can be used to add damping
to the undesired vibrations. Examples of active damping are active mounts for
vibration isolation as implemented by Clark & Robertshaw (1997), smart discs
embedded in lithographic machines by van Schothorst (1999) and Holterman &
de Vries (2004), and smart structures in large flexible spacecrafts (see Inman 2001).
Active damping can also improve the performance of motion systems such as
pick-and-place machines (see Verscheure et al. 2006) and robot arms (see Choi
et al. 1999).

The implementation of active damping can be done using various control
algorithms and sensor- and actuator configurations, an overview of which can
be found in (Gawronski 2004). The sensor- and actuator configurations can
be classified in two groups: collocated or noncollocated (Miu 1992, Preumont
1997). In this chapter the collocated group is considered because of the guarantee
of stability that is obtained when the control algorithm entails an energetically
Intrinsically Passive Controller (IPC) (Stramigioli & Bruyninckx 2001). Hence, in-
tegral force feedback (Preumont & Achkire 1997), which is an IPC, is chosen here,
although model based algorithms may achieve better performance (Ehmann
2002).

However, in practice collocation can only be realized within a limited fre-
quency region; either mechanical or electronic properties of the Active Damper
Unit (ADU) result in the loss of collocation beyond a certain frequency. So an
important question is where the first noncollocated vibration mode in the active
damping loop should be to avoid instability and retain the above mentioned
stability guarantee.

In this chapter, the characteristics of the first noncollocated vibration mode
are identified that have a significant role in the stability properties of the active
damping loop. The effect of each characteristic is explained using a root-locus
plot (Franklin et al. 2006) of the active damping loop. The transfer function of
the active damping loop is used to obtain stability regions. The stability regions
presented in this chapter can be used as guidelines during both the design of the
active damping unit and the tuning of the control algorithm to prevent instability.

The model that is used in this chapter is the same model as in Section 5.2,
which was derived in Section 2.2, namely:

xk
Fx,l

(s) =
n∑

i=1

ϕji ϕki
mm,i s2 + km,i

(6.1)
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Plant

Figure 6.1: The schematic overview of the plant in active damping loop. The
plant transfer function from Fx,l to xk is given by (6.1), the plant transfer function
from xact to Fsens is given by (6.10), and the controller is described by (6.3). The
reference signal for the controller is rF = 0.

Where the resonance frequency of the i-th vibration mode, ωe,i, is described by:

ωe,i =

√
km,i

mm,i
(6.2)

This chapter is organized as follows. First, collocated active damping is
explained in Section 6.2; The control algorithm and its effect on both the
collocated and noncollocated vibration modes can be found in this section.
Next, the guidelines and rules of thumb concerning the properties of the first
noncollocated vibration mode are discussed in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 presents
the conclusions.

6.2 Collocated active damping

Collocated control focuses on the addition of damping to a dominant vibration
mode, called the target mode here. The controller is tuned to add optimal
damping to the target mode, but it will also add damping to collocated higher-
order modes. Here, a Leaking Integral Force Feedback (LIFF) algorithm is chosen
for the active damping controller, for which a collocated force sensor and position
actuator are required (see Figure 6.1).

6.2.1 Leaking integral force feedback

Leaking integral force feedback (6.3) behaves like a viscous damper, d = K−1
LIFF ,

and a static stiffness, k = pLP ·K−1
LIFF (see Section 3.3.1 and Preumont & Achkire

(1997)).

C(s) =
KLIFF

s+ pLIFF
(6.3)
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The maximum achievable damping for a single mode (for ωa > ωe/3) can be
determined according to (Preumont 1997):

ξmax
e,i =

ωe,i − ωa,i

2 ωa,i
(6.4)

where ωe,i denotes the resonance frequency of the target mode and ωa,i its
antiresonance frequency. ξmax

e,i is achieved by the following open-loop gain:

Kξmax

ol = ωe,i

√
ωe,i

ωa,i
(6.5)

The KLIFF that leads to ξmax is the ratio of Kξmax

ol to the high-frequency gain
level of the Frequency Response Function (FRF) from the position actuator to the
force sensor.

To improve the static stiffness of the plant and prevent actuator saturation, a
high-pass filter (6.6) can be added to the LIFF algorithm.

HHP (s) =
s

s+ pHP
(6.6)

By doing so, the guarantee of stability is lost in general, but according to Holter-
man (2002), if the cut-off frequency of the high-pass filter is small w.r.t. the
resonance frequency, the closed-loop stability is preserved. Hence, the active
damping controller is tuned using the rules of thumb given by Holterman (2002),
namely:

pLP ≤ 0.2 ωe,i (6.7)
pHP ≤ 0.2 pLP

6.2.2 Active damping loop

To derive the transfer function of the active damping loop, the contribution
of each resonance mode of the plant, ωe,i (6.2), should be determined. For
convenience, we assume that the ADU consists of only one actuator and one
sensor. The reader is referred to (Holterman 2002) for a detailed derivation of
the transfer function of the active damping loop in a general setting.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, each mode can be described by the modal
parameters mm,i and km,i. The position actuation by the ADU, xact, results in
a modal contribution termed qact,i, according to:

xact = ϕai qact,i
qi

qact,i
(s) =

km,i

mm,i s2 + km,i
(6.8)
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The contribution of each modal force Fm,sens,i, to the force measured by the ADU
sensor Fsens, is given by:

Fm,sens,i = km,i (qact,i − qi)

Fsens =
n∑

i=1

ϕsi Fm,sens,i (6.9)

The transfer function of the active damping loop from the position actuator to the
force sensor of the ADU is given by the sum of each modal contribution, which
results in:

Fsens

xact
(s) = k0 +

n∑
i=1

ϕai ϕsi km,i s
2

s2 + ω2
e,i

(6.10)

Here, ϕai and ϕsi are elements of the matrix for transforming the ADU coor-
dinates to modal coordinates and k0 represents the low-frequency level of the
FRF from position actuator to the force sensor. For collocated active damping
(ϕai = ϕsi), and in case a piezo actuator and sensor stack is used, k0 incorporates
the stiffness paralle to the piezo stack, in combination with stack stiffness.
The model of the plant, reduced to having only the target mode, i = 1, is given
by:

P (s) =
Fsens

xact
(s) (6.11)

=
(k1 + k0) s

2 + k0 ω
2
e,1

s2 + ω2
e,1

= (k1 + k0) ·
s2 + k0

k1+k0
ω2
e,1

s2 + ω2
e,1

where k1 = ϕs1 ϕa1 km,1 and since collocated, ϕs1 = ϕa1.
Rewriting (6.11) in terms of resonance and antiresonance frequencies, results in
the following transfer function:

P (s) = g ·
s2 + ω2

a,1

s2 + ω2
e,1

(6.12)

where g is the high-frequency gain and ωa,1 is a function of k0, k1 and ωe,1.
The ratio of the resonance frequency to the antiresonance frequency, termed
η (6.13), is determined by k0, km,1, ϕs1, and ϕa1.

η1 =
ω2
e,1

ω2
a,1

(6.13)

Including other modes in the model can be done by just adding its modal
contribution to the transfer function according to (6.10). The plant transfer
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Table 6.1: Mode types.

η η > 1 η = 1 0 < η < 1 η = 0 η < 0
Type AR U RA R N

function including one additional vibration mode, i = 2, becomes after rewriting:

P (s) = g ·
s2 + ω2

a,1

s2 + ω2
e,1

·
s2 + ω2

a,2

s2 + ω2
e,2

(6.14)

For the second vibration mode, k2 = ϕa2 ϕs2 km,2 applies (similar to (6.11)). In
case the additional mode is noncollocated, ϕa2 ̸= ϕs2.
The antiresonance frequencies of the active damping loop are determined by k0,
ϕai ϕsi, km,i and ωe,i.

6.2.3 Stability and higher-order modes

The stability of the active damping loop depends greatly on the type of higher-
order modes. The type of a certain mode can be characterized using parameter
η, as can be seen in Table 6.1 (see also Section 2.2 and Table 2.1). Here R
stands for resonance, A for antiresonance, U for unobservable/uncontrollable
(R=A), and N for non-minimum phase; AR implies first antiresonance, then
resonance (Coelingh et al. 2002). Types U and N are no longer considered
hereafter.

All modes in the active damping loop have an effect on the location of the
antiresonance frequencies, and hence on the maximum achievable damping for
the target mode, ξmax

1 . But as long as the higher-order modes are of the AR
type, the stability of the active damping loop is preserved. This special pole zero
pattern, which typically occurs for collocated control, results in poles remaining
in the left half of the s-plane for an increasing gain of the active damping
controller (see Figure 6.2a). However, if modal damping is small, modes of the
RA and R type are destabilized beyond a certainKLIFF , as shown in Figure 6.2b1.
In this chapter, the effect of these two types of noncollocated modes is considered.
From now on, the phrase “noncollocated mode” refers to a higher-order mode of
either RA or R type.

The influence of a noncollocated mode on the stability of the active damping
loop can be analyzed by means of three characteristics, namely:

• ξe,i: the relative damping of a mode

1The root-locus plots in this chapter are only depicted for the positive imaginary axis
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Figure 6.2: Root-locus plot of the active damping loop, including two modes, for
an increasing KLIFF . Left: Type AR, right: type RA.

• ηi: the relative distance between resonance and antiresonance of a mode

• ωe,i+1/ωe,i: the relative distance between resonance of the target mode and
the higher-order mode

Using relative characteristics rather than the parameters of the stated problem
themselves, omits dimensional aspects from the analysis.

Incorporating ξe,i in (6.14) results in (6.15) that can be used to investigate the
effect of relative damping on the dynamics of the active damping loop.

P (s) = g · P1(s) · P2(s) (6.15)

P1(s) =
s2 + 2ξa,1ωa,1 s+ ω2

a,1

s2 + 2ξe,1ωe,1 s+ ω2
e,1

P2(s) =
s2 + 2ξa,2ωa,2 s+ ω2

a,2

s2 + 2ξe,2ωa,2 s+ ω2
e,2

The root-locus plots in Figure 6.3 illustrate the general effect of the listed
characteristics. Each time, the parameter that has been varied is indicated by
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(c) ξe,2 = 0.13, η2 = 0.5,
ωe,2/ωe,1 = 2, � : ϱ = 1.12
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Figure 6.3: The role of the three characteristics of the noncollocated mode, ξe,2, η2
and ωe,2/ωe,1 on the stability of the active damping loop.
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a gray line in the plot. The black lozenge indicates the border of instability. The
corresponding active damping gain, expressed as a fraction of the optimal gain
ϱ (6.16), also referred to as ϱcc, is included in the captions.

ϱ =
KLIFF

Kξmax

LIFF

(6.16)

ϱ is a measure of the achieved active damping; ϱ ≈ 0 implies that hardly any
active damping is added and ϱcc > 1 means that maximum achievable damping
for the target mode, ξmax

e,1 , is feasible and thus the corresponding KLIFF does not
destabilize the higher-order noncollocated mode.

Looking at Figure 6.3, the following observations hold:

• more relative damping in the noncollocated mode, i.e. a higher ξe,2, moves
the root locus towards the left half-plane. Hence this increases ϱcc (compare
Figure 6.3a with Figure 6.3b)

• a larger resonance of the noncollocated mode, i.e. increasing ωe,2/ωe,1,
slows the movement of the higher-order pole, resulting in an increase of ϱcc
(compare Figure 6.3b with Figure 6.3c)

• an increase in distance between resonance and antiresonance, i.e. a larger
η2, changes the curvature of the root-locus belonging to the noncollocated
mode, leading to a lower ϱcc (compare Figure 6.3c with Figure 6.3d).

Of course, the characteristics of the collocated modes also influence the locus of
the noncollocated mode. The number of collocated modes and their character-
istics are in general unknown. Nevertheless, their effect can be illustrated using
the target mode.

The parameter ξmax
e,1 (6.4) can be used to characterize the target mode. ξmax

e,1

is the damping of the target mode, as a result of active damping. In addition, it
incorporates the effect of η1, since the value of ξmax

e,1 depends on the location of
ωe,1 w.r.t. ωa,1.

Figure 6.4 shows the effect of the target mode on the stability of the noncollo-
cated mode. Comparing Figure 6.4a with Figure 6.4b (and also with Figure 6.3d)
it can be concluded that a higher ξmax

e,1 increases ϱcc. Note that these examples
should be interpreted differently from Figure 6.3. A higher ϱcc by itself is not
necessarily an improvement; it merely shows the proportion of ξmax

e,1 that is
feasible, keeping in mind that the value of ξmax

e,1 is different for Figure 6.4a and
Figure 6.4b. Hence, this example only shows how ξmax

e,1 affects the locus of the
noncollocated mode.
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Figure 6.4: The effect of the target mode, ξmax
e,1 on the locus of the noncollocated

mode, ξe,2 = 0.13, η2 = 0.4, ωe,2/ωe,1 = 2 (compare with Figure 6.3d).

6.3 Stability analysis

There are two ways of approaching the stability analysis, namely from the
perspective of designing an active damper or from the perspective of tuning the
active damping controller. The former assumes freedom in designing an ADU
while the latter rather copes with the limitations of the ADU.

For the stability analysis (6.15) is used as the plant transfer function. The
target mode is represented by i = 1 for which η1 > 1, and the first noncollocated
mode is represented by i = 2 and 0 ≤ η2 < 1.

6.3.1 Active damper design

When designing the ADU, the key question is what the lower bound is for the
frequency of the first noncollocated mode for the active damping loop to remain
stable when the active damping controller is tuned to obtain the maximum
achievable active damping.

The lines in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the minimum required ωe,2/ωe,1 to
avoid instability for various values of ξe,2. Figure 6.5 also shows the effect of ξmax

e,1

on the minimum required ωe,2/ωe,1. This figure shows that a larger ξmax
e,1 imposes
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Figure 6.5: ADU design plot. Minimum required frequency ratios for various ξe,2
and ξmax

e,1 . ◦ : ξe,2 = 0.001 and � : ξe,2 = 0.002. Gray solid line: ξmax
e,1 = 0.5, Black

solid line: ξmax
e,1 = 0.3, Gray dash-dotted line: ξmax

e,1 = 0.1.

a higher ωe,2/ωe,1. The beneficial effect of relative damping in the noncollocated
mode becomes very clear from both Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. However, it is
difficult to design for damping in practice, which is the reason for the need to
apply active damping in the first place. Also, it shows that we should strive for
a design in which the antiresonances of the noncollocated modes remain as close
to the resonances as possible, especially in case of low relative damping.

Furthermore, these figures can be used to deduce some rules of thumb. As
shown in Figure 6.5, the stability bounds depend on ξmax

e,1 . Although it might
be possible to achieve relatively high ξmax

e,1 , it is generally both difficult and
undesirable, since it decreases the static stiffness of the plant2. This is of course
a design consideration. But assuming that ξmax

e,1 > 0.5 is undesirable (if not
unachievable), a linear formula for the minimum required ωe,2/ωe,1 as a function
of both η2 and ξe,2 can be deduced from the stability bounds, namely:

(
ωe,2

ωe,1

)
min

= 0.7 · ξ−1
e2 (1− η2) (6.17)

2In addition to an increase in the absolute value of the real part of the resonance poles (higher
damping), a decrease of the absolute value of their imaginary part occurs as a result of active damping
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Figure 6.6: ADU design plot. Minimum required frequency ratios for an
increasing ξe,2, and ξmax

e,1 = 0.3. The values of ξe,2: ◦ : 0.001, � : 0.002, ⋆ : 0.005,
+ : 0.01, △ : 0.05.

6.3.2 Tuning active damping controller

Confronted with the undesired high order dynamics of the active damping
mechanism, it is crucial to know what the maximum feasible active damping for
the target mode is. In other words, how much active damping can be obtained
without destabilizing the first noncollocated mode in the loop.

Figure 6.7 shows the feasible ϱ (which is described by (6.16)) for various
ωe,2/ωe,1. This plot is made for ξe,2 = 0.001, which means that the noncollocated
mode is very lightly damped (the worst case in Figure 6.6). ϱ = 1, indicated by the
dotted horizontal line, corresponds to applying maximum active damping. The
most important conclusion that can be drawn from Figure 6.7 is that despite a low
relative damping and modest frequency of the first noncollocated mode, there is
room for applying considerable active damping. Also, the beneficial effect of an
antiresonance close to the resonance for the noncollocated mode is visible again.

This figure can also be used to tune the active damping controller, by using
only the frequency of the first noncollocated mode. For instance, if the first
noncollocated mode appears at 100 · ωe,1, it is safe to apply ϱ = 0.15.
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Figure 6.7: ADU tuning plot. Maximum realizable ϱ, as a function of η2
for various ωe,2/ωe,1. ξe,2 = 0.001. From black to light gray: ωe,2/ωe,1 =
10, 50, 100, 200 and 400.

6.4 Conclusions

The stability bounds that apply for achievable active damping resulting from
the first noncollocated mode of the active damping loop were presented in this
chapter (see Fig 6.6 and Fig 6.7). These stability bounds are plotted as a function
of ξe (relative damping) and η (relating resonance, ωe, to antiresonance, ωa) of the
first noncollocated mode, in combination with its ratio to the target mode of the
active damper.

Fig 6.6 provides guidelines and rules of thumb when designing an active
damper unit. Fig 6.7 can be used for tuning the active damping controller for
stability, knowing as little as only the frequency of the first noncollocated mode.

The danger of instability due to the noncollocated mode in the active damping
loop is decreased considerably by adding just enough active damping to the
target mode to meet the set requirements, instead of applying the maximum
achievable active damping.
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6.5 Discussion

The value of K corresponding to any point s on a root locus can be calculated by:

Ks =

∏m
i=1(s− pi)∏n
i=1(s− zi)

(6.18)

So for the point so, being the point on the border of instability as shown in
Figure 6.8, the following applies:

Kso =

∏m
i=1(so − pi)∏n
i=1(so − zi)

(6.19)

= Kso,1 ·
∏m

i=3(so − pi)∏n
i=3(so − zi)

= Kso,1 ·Kso,2

where Kso,1 only includes the target mode, i = 1, and the first noncollocated
mode, i = 2, andKso,2 incorporated the modes between the two. Since the modes
between the target mode and the first noncollocated mode are of the AR type,

(so − zi) > (so − pi), ∀ i > 2 (6.20)

Hence:

Kso,2 < 1

Kso < Kso,1 (6.21)

which in general is true, since commonly multiple collocated modes exist in
between the two considered modes. This means that the design guidelines
derived in this chapter are rather optimistic.

The contribution of the modes beyond ωe,2 to Kso could be smaller, equal or
greater than 1, depending on the mode types (see Table 6.1). So their effect can
not be incorporated in the design guidelines without any knowledge about the
situation at hand.
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Figure 6.8: The effect of multiple collocated modes between the target mode
and the first noncollocated mode on the AVC-loop root-locus (black linee),
compared to the analyzed situation incorporating only the target mode and the
first noncollocated mode (gray lines).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

In light of the goals set for this project, as described in Section 1.1, this chapter
reflects on the results achieved in Section 7.1, and on the work that still needs to
be done in Section 7.2.

7.1 Conclusions

This section summarizes the main conclusions of the previous chapters.

Design guidelines for a stable control loop

The characteristics of an arbitrary eigenmode that have a significant influence
on the closed-loop stability are identified to be the frequency of that mode,
its damping ratio, and its controllability. The controllability of a vibration
mode refers to the distance between the corresponding pole and zero; The
greater the distance between the two, the higher the controllability of that mode.
These parameters constitute the type of a certain mode. For several controller
configurations, stability bounds have been determined for various types of high-
order modes.

Choosing the low authority/high authority control strategy results in two
independent control loops that operate in parallel. Their stability can hence be
analyzed separately. The so-called stability regions have been computed for the
two types of controllers implemented in the motion-control loop and the active-
damping loop, in this thesis. The results are depicted in various plots that can
be found in Chapter 2 (Figures 2.4 and 2.6) and Chapter 6 (Figures 6.5 and 6.6).
These plots show the stability robustness that can be gained by damping in
motion systems, and give a set of guidelines that can be used for the mechatronic
design of a control loop. The term “design”, can relate to the choice of the

107
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controller bandwidth, tuning the controller parameters, the choice of the actuator
and sensor on the basis of their dynamics, and the specifications belonging to any
mechanism embedding the actuator and sensor.

Collocated and noncollocated active damping in motion systems

The presumption that forms the basis of this research is that the performance
of the closed-loop motion system can be improved by adding damping to the
resonance modes of the plant. Chapter 3 showed that this hypothesis does not
simply apply for at least one class of noncollocated active damping.

When the same actuator is used in both the motion-control loop and active-
damping loop, no damping is added to the zeros of the motion-control loop.
This can readily be seen from the transfer function of the plant in the motion-
control loop, when the active-damping loop is closed. Since the poles move
toward the same poorly damped zeros, as in the case of no active damping, for
an increasing motion-control bandwidth, the resonance mode starts to exhibit
oscillatory behavior, which might worsen the performance of the closed-loop
system.

Collocated active damping increases the damping of both the poles and
the zeros of the motion-control loop, keeping the poles of the motion-control
loop well damped for an increasing bandwidth. This makes the performance
improvement by increasing the motion-control bandwidth possible, which was
aimed for by active damping.

The increase of damping of the zeros belonging to the motion-control loop is
an important advantage of collocated active vibration control when it comes to
performance improvement of motion systems.

One-dimensional active damping

The measurements presented is this thesis were performed using the Rocking
Mode Demonstrator (RMD). The RMD is a test setup, demonstrating the effect
of the rocking mode on the dynamics of the end effector. To add damping to
the rotational vibration mode of this setup, an Active Damping Unit (ADU) has
been realized. First a set of requirements for the ADU with reference to the
rotational vibration mode to be damped, were determined. These requirements
are translated into a mechanical design. However, the dynamics of the realized
ADU differ from the prediction, resulting in low controllability of the vibration
mode.

The low controllability of the target vibration mode has been improved by
implementing the so-called static response compensation. This compensation
can result in non-minimum phase zeros in the active-damping loop, making this
control loop less robust against parameter variations.
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The measurements clearly show the beneficial effect of the added damping in
the end-effector behavior. The increase of the motion-control bandwidth could
however not be demonstrated. The first resonance mode, simulating the rocking
mode, does not destabilize the motion-control loop because of its relatively high
damping. In fact, it is the second vibration mode in the plant transfer of the RMD
that limits the achievable motion-control bandwidth. However, the low-pass
dynamics of the actuator amplifier in the active-damping loop prevents addition
of damping to this vibration mode of the setup.

The three-dimensional effect of modal damping on the end effector

This thesis presented a competent model of the effect of modal active vibration
control on the three-dimensional end-effector position, in terms of Euclidean
coordinates. This general model is derived from the geometry of the plant, using
the screw theory, and can be applied for other cases of active vibration control in
motion systems.

Using this model, it was shown that a small deviation of the active vibration
control axis and the actual vibration axis of the end effector has a rather small
influence on the achievable damping. Hence, it can be disregarded in that sense.
However, this deviation does introduce dynamics in other degrees of freedom
of the end effector. So these newly introduced dynamics might worsen the
performance.

Overall conclusions

To recap, the goal of this research was formulated as investigating the addition of
damping to the rotational vibration mode of a linearly actuated motion system to

• achieve a shorter settling time in the transient response of the plant to a
commanded motion

• increase the achievable closed-loop motion-control bandwidth to obtain an
improved performance

This thesis started by showing the role of damping on the stability of motion
systems, for P(I)D-type motion controllers. The root-locus analysis validates
the increase of the bandwidth resulting from the increase in modal damping to
various extents for different types of high-order modes.

The practical implementation of active damping in a setup designed with a
rotational vibration mode showed the performance improvement by damping in
the transient behavior of the plant.

The increase of the bandwidth as a result of active damping could not be
demonstrated using the current test setup, because of the relatively high damping
already present in the setup.
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7.2 Recommendations

A typical challenge when implementing active damping in motion systems is
that the resonance frequency of the end effector can change by changes in the
geometry. For instance, the extension of the arm of a pick-and-place machine
changes the inertia of the end effector, leading to variation of its resonance
frequency during operation. So the effect of this resonance shift should be
accounted for when tuning the AVC. In view of this parameter variation, the
AVC should be tuned such that sufficient damping is added to the resonance
mode over the entire frequency range it can occur in.

The maximum achievable damping depends on the ratio between the reso-
nance and antiresonance frequencies of that mode. By placing the collocated
active damping unit as close as possible to the guideway, the variation in the
antiresonance frequency of the active-damping loop will follow the same trend
as the resonance frequency variation. After all, the antiresonance frequency
is the resonance frequency of the subsystem constrained by the actuator and
sensor of the active-damping loop. By making this subsystem resemble the
resonating load as much as possible, the changes in the parameters affecting the
resonance frequency will affect the antiresonance frequency at the same time.
Consequently, the root-locus of the target mode will roughly preserve its shape,
leaving the maximum achievable damping almost unaffected (depending on the
extent of the dynamics captured by the antiresonance, as already mentioned).
The gain for which the maximum damping can be achieved, however, depends
on both the ratio between the resonance and antiresonance frequency, as well
as the resonance frequency. Since the aforementioned ratio remains quite
constant, by only taking the variation of the resonance frequency into account, the
active vibration controller can be tuned for acceptable damping over the entire
vibration-frequency range. This could for instance be done by appropriate gain
scheduling or using an optimal gain resulting from an appropriate cost function.
It is hence interesting and relevant to investigate this and to come up with an
appropriate tuning procedure.

Although the chosen control structure and algorithm of the active damping
are proven to be effective, the design of the active damping unit remains
a challenge. One aspect of the active damping mechanism that should be
investigated further is its stiffness in other directions than its degree of freedom.
The analysis in Chapter 5 was performed under the assumption that the active
damping unit is infinitely stiff in all directions, but in its own degree of freedom
This is in general not the case. The addition of the ADU can in fact decrease
the stiffness in the other directions, which can have a negative effect on the
performance of the end effector.
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Another challenge when realizing an active damping unit is the resulting
controllability of the target mode, which basically refers to the ratio between the
resonance and antiresonance frequencies of that mode. The current realization
of the ADU results in a low controllability of the rotational vibration mode
of the RMD. This is inconsistent with the predictions from the models of the
ADU. The model of the mechanical concepts implemented in the ADU should
be validated to find out the cause of difference between the expectations and
the actual properties of the ADU. Specially the model of the stroke amplification
mechanism should be validated. An adequate model of the ADU is not only
useful for the current implementation of active damping, but also for utilizing
any concept used in the current mechanism in another design. The ADU should
be disassembled as well as possible and examined more closely to find out the
reason for the difference between the expectations and the actual properties of the
ADU. The piezo stack should be tested for electrical leakage (between the sensor
and actuator) and mechanical coupling (deformation of the sensor resulting from
the actuation of the actuator). Also both the stroke of the stroke amplifying
mechanism and the forces it generates should be tested to validate the expected
behavior and the parameters deduced from the FEM analysis.
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Appendix A

Detailed mechanical design of the
ADU

This appendix is contributed by Dr. ir. D. M. Brouwer.

A flexure mechanism has been designed which converts the 20 µm translational
motion of the piezo’s into a 0.70◦ rotation. To make the mechanism repeatable
(Eastman 1935) and deterministic (Hale 1999, Soemers 2010) the design is based
on flexures to eliminate backlash and minimize hysteresis and friction. The
mechanism consist of a range amplification mechanism and a translation to
rotation converter.
Each piezo actuator has a range amplifier mechanism based on inclined beams,

shown in Figure A.1. An integrated preload adjustment screw assures that
the piezo is loaded compressively at all times. The stroke amplification and
stiffness of the amplification mechanism are calculated in the next section. The
amplification mechanism can be observed as four inclined beams, two in parallel
and two in series. Therefore the stroke and stiffness are equal to the single
inclined beam, shown in Figure A.2, with one end fixed, the other end fixed
guided. The elongation y′ as a function of displacements x and y of the beam
is

y′ = x sin(υ0) + y cos(υ0) (A.1)

The displacement in bending direction, x′, as a function of displacements x and
y of the beam is

x′ = x cos(υ0)− y sin(υ0) (A.2)

Dual to the displacements the forces can be converted

P = P ′ cos(υ0)−W ′ sin(υ0) (A.3)
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Figure A.1: Drawing view of the Active Damper Unit, top view.
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and
W = −P ′ sin(υ0) +W ′ cos(υ0) (A.4)

The axial force in the beam becomes

P ′ =
EA

l0
y′ (A.5)

with E the Young’s modulus, A = w0 · t0 the cross-sectional area of the beam, w0

is the width of the beam and the thickness of the plate in which the mechanism
is fabricated, and t0 is the thickness of the beam. The bending force in the beam
becomes

W ′ =
12EI

l30
x′ (A.6)

with I = w0 · t30/12 the second moment of area.

´, ´

´, ´

,

,

0

l w , t0 0 0,

guided

P yP y

W x

W x

Figure A.2: Deflection and forces of an inclined beam with one end fixed, the
other end guided.

The stiffness kx in x-direction with the piezo actuator blocked is

k0 =
dW

dx

∣∣∣∣
y=0

=
EA

l0
sin2(υ0) +

12EI

l30
cos2(υ0) (A.7)

The stroke amplification becomes

i =
dx

dy

∣∣∣∣
W=0

=

∣∣∣∣∣
EA
l0

cos sin(υ0) +
12EI
l30

cos sin(υ0)

EA
l0

sin2(υ0) +
12EI
l30

cos2(υ0)

∣∣∣∣∣ (A.8)
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With the dimensions tabulated in Table A.1 the stiffness of the stroke am-
plification mechanism, k0 = dW/dx, becomes 1.6 · 106 N/m and the stroke
amplification, dx/dy, becomes 6.9. With the Piezo stiffness, 250 · 106 N/m,
chipsensor stiffness, 1900 · 106 N/m, and the distance y2 the stackstiffness of
two stacks becomes 98.5 Nm/rad. A FEM model however showed a stroke
amplification factor of 6.3 and a stiffness of 82 Nm/rad. The difference is caused
by the parasitic stiffnesses in the FEM model which add extra compliance. The
longitudinal stiffness of the notch hinges and the stiffness in x-direction of the
main flexure are several orders higher than stiffness of the stack, and are therefore
not taken into account in ks.

Table A.1: dimensions of the ADU.

Dimension Value Unit
υ0 7.4 ◦

υ1 26 ◦

a 1.17 -
d2 5.0 mm
d3 3.0 mm
g1 0.07 mm
g2 0.07 mm
h2 0.20 mm
h3 0.20 mm
l0 12.5 mm
l1 5.8 mm
t0 0.55 mm
t1 0.24 mm
w0 10.0 mm
x2 3.1 mm
x3 2.5 mm
y2 6.5 mm

The amplification mechanism loads the beam laterally. In addition, in the case
of overload, a sideways collision will load the main flexure hinge laterally too.
Therefore, the main flexure has to withstand the lateral loads of actuation and
collision, and axial load of the mass of the attached beam. A main flexure design
is proposed that allows for wire electro discharge machining in one monolithic
part, has five stiffly supported degrees of freedom, and the rotation compliant.
The main flexure hinge consists of two leaf springs, shown in Figure A.1 and
Figure A.3. The intersection of the leaf springs creates an instant center of
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Figure A.3: 3-D view of the Active Damper Unit.

rotation. Stiffness wise these leaf springs act in parallel. Hinges 2 and 3 are mainly
loaded axially, and therefore these can conveniently be designed as notch hinges.

The rotations of the main flexure and notch hinges are calculated.

tan(∆υ3) =
y2 − l2 cos(υ02 +∆υ1)

x2 − l2 sin(υ02 +∆υ1)
(A.9)

with
tan υ02 =

x2
y2

; l2 =
√
x22 + y22 (A.10)

in which x2, x3 and y2 are shown in Figure A.1, ∆υ1 and ∆υ3 are the rotational
displacements of respectively the main flexure and notch hinge 3. The input
dimensions and results are tabulated in Table A.1 and A.2 respectively. The
rotational displacement of the second flexure ∆υ2 can then be calculated

∆υ2 = ∆υ1 +∆υ3 (A.11)

The combined rotational stiffness of the flexure mechanism, kpl without piezo’s
and piezo amplification mechanism is a combination of the stiffness of the main
flexure k1, and notch hinges 2 and 3, respectively k2 and k3

kpl = k1 + 2

(
∆υ1
∆υ2

)2

k2 + 2

(
∆υ1
∆υ3

)2

k3 (A.12)
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Table A.2: rotations, stiffnesses and stresses of the ADU.

Parameter Value Unit
ks (FEM) 98.5 (82) Nm/rad
i (FEM) 6.9 (6.3) -
∆υ1 0.7 ◦

∆υ2 0.8 ◦

∆υ3 0.1 ◦

k1 5.2 Nm/rad
k2 1.5 Nm/rad
k3 1.9 Nm/rad
kpl 9.2 Nm/rad

The rotational stiffness of the main flexure, k1, around its instant center of rotation
can be approximated using the Euler-Bernoulli beam equations which leads to
(van Eijk 1985)

k1 = 8

{
EI

l1

(
1− 3a+ 3a2

)}
(A.13)

in which l1 is the length of the leaf springs, and a · l1 is the distance from the
instant center of rotation to the far end of the leaf spring. The notch hinges are
preferably loaded in tensile direction. A notch hinge then combines a high axial
stiffness, rotational compliance, low bending stress and loadability. The notch
hinges can be dimensioned based on Koster (1996). The rotational stiffness of
notch hinge i with i = 2, 3 is approximated by

ki = 0.093

√
hi
di
Ew0h

2
i (A.14)

With the dimensions listed in Table A.1 kpl becomes 9.2 Nm/rad.
The maximum bending stress of the main flexure is given by van Eijk (1985)

and amounts to 257 N/mm2. The bending stress in the notch hinges is given by
Koster (1996) is 325 N/mm2 and 57 N/mm2 in hinges 2 and 3 respectively.
Because the main flexure is loaded by a distant mass resulting in a moment,
elastic stability has to be checked. Preferably the critical moment is several times
higher than the moment acting on the leaf springs. The main flexure is designed
such that the critical moment is three times higher than the intended load on the
flexure.
To protect the flexures from over loading by the actuators, a compliant bumper
is introduced. When the rotation, ∆υ1 exceeds the allowable value, gap g1 is
reduced to zero and the compliant bumper is collided with. The stiffness of this
bumper is 10 times the rotational stiffness of the flexure. This way the collision
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forces are limited. A second bumper with large stiffness stops the rotational
motion entirely, after running through gap g2.
The ADU is made out of Stavax Supreme, a high yield mold steel, E = 200 GPa
and G = 76.9 GPa. The dimensions and results are tabulated in Table A.1 and A.2
respectively.
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